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Abstract
Machine learning encompasses models and algorithms for computer systems that
are used to perform tasks without explicit instructions. Deep learning is a subfield
of machine learning which uses artificial neurons assembled in layered structures to
form complex networks. Interest in deep learning research and application continues
to grow as the availability of computational power improves.

Among the most critical design aspect of an artificial neural network is the
architecture, which comprises the choice of layers types, layer parameters, nonlinear
activation functions, and network topology. A major challenge in the design of neural
architectures is lack of reliable methods to generate an optimal architecture for a
particular task. Neural architecture search techniques attempt to alleviate this issue
by employing an automated means to find competent architectures for various tasks.

This thesis developed a genetic algorithm to evolve candidate neural architectures
for a given regression or multiclass classification task. The search space consisted of
a chain-structured template network allowing combinations of fully-connected and
convolutional layers. In addition to the architecture, the genetic algorithm evolved
the choice of the training optimizer algorithm along with the learning rate and
training batch size. Mutations and crossovers were implemented to create random
variations and combinations of candidate solutions respectively.

The implemented genetic algorithm was tested on several regression problems and
a multiclass classification task. Regression problems were tested by evolving solutions
that approximate predefined target functions, while the classification problem evolved
models that would classify real-world image samples of written numerical digits in
the MNIST database. For the purpose of selection, the fitness of each solution was
evaluated by training and measuring the prediction error on a validation set.

Experiments showed that the genetic algorithm was successful in improving
the models in all cases where a practical solution was known to exist within the
search space. Furthermore, the algorithm was successful in favoring convolutional
neural networks when inherently suited for a particular task, such as the MNIST
classification problem. While the implemented algorithm is not versatile enough to
generate state-of-the-art solutions for benchmark tests such as ImageNet and CIFAR-
10, the approach nevertheless provides a novel means to constrict the complexity of
solutions, and is able to generate practical solutions with relatively low costs.
Keywords Genetic algorithm, evolutionary algorithm, neural architecture search,

deep learning, artificial neural network, convolutional neural network
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Tiivistelmä
Koneoppimisessa hyödynnetään tietokonejärjestelmille tarkoitettuja malleja ja al-
goritmeja, joilla voidaan suorittaa tehtäviä ilman eksplisiittistä ohjelmointia. Syvä-
oppiminen on koneoppimisen osa-alue, jossa käytetään keinotekoisista neuroneista
koostuvia kerrosrakenteisia neuroverkkoja. Viime vuosien harppaukset tietokoneiden
suorituskyvyssä on myötävaikuttanut syväoppimisen tutkimukseen ja sovellusmah-
dollisuuksiin.

Neuroverkon yksi tärkeimmistä suunnittelukriteereistä on itse verkon rakenne,
joka määrittelee sen sisältämät kerrokset ja niiden ominaisuudet, käytetyt aktivaatio-
funktiot sekä itse verkkotopologian. Suuri haaste syväoppimisessa on löytää tehtävälle
sopiva rakenne, mikä on tyypillisesti ratkaistu kokemusperäisellä hakuammunnal-
la. Tästä syystä aktiivinen tutkimusalue on NAS-menetelmät (Neural Architecture
Search), joilla pyritään automatisoimaan kilpailukykyisten rakenteiden haku.

Tässä työssä kehitettiin geneettinen algoritmi, joka etsi neuroverkkorakenteita
yksinkertaisille regressio- ja luokittelutehtäville. Ratkaisut koostuivat yksihaaraisista
verkoista, jotka sisälsivät sekä lineaarisia kerroksia että konvoluutiokerroksia. Raken-
teen lisäksi geneettinen algoritmi pyrki optimoimaan verkkojen oppimisessa käytet-
täviä hyperparametreja. Rakenteista muodostettiin uusia muunnelmia mutaatioiden
ja rekombinaatioiden avulla.

Kehitetyn algoritmin toimivuus testattiin erilaisissa regressio- ja luokittelutehtä-
vissä. Regressiotehtävissä rakenteista muodostetut mallit yrittivät oppia approksi-
moimaan erikseen määriteltyjä funktiota, ja luokittelutehtävässä pyrittiin etsimään
malleja, jotka kykenivät tarkasti luokittelemaan MNIST-tietokannan sisältämiä ku-
via käsinkirjoitetuista numeroista. Ratkaisun soveltuvuus arvioitiin hyvyysfunktiolla,
joka mittasi oppineen neuroverkon approksimointitarkkuutta validointinäytteillä.

Kokeet osoittivat, että algoritmi kykeni jalostamaan rakenteita parantaen niiden
keskimääräistä tarkkuutta, kun oli perusteltua olettaa, että käytännöllisiä ratkaisuja
oli olemassa. Algoritmi myös kykeni suosimaan konvoluutiokerroksia, kun tehtävät
luonnollisesti hyötyivät konvoluutiorakenteista. Vaikka tässä työssä kehitetty NAS-
menetelmä ei kykene tuottamaan huippuluokan neuroverkkorakenteita, algoritmi
kykenee tuottamaan käytännöllisiä ja suppeita verkkorakenteita suhteellisen matalalla
laskentakustannuksilla.
Avainsanat Geneettinen algoritmi, evoluutioalgoritmi, neuroverkko, koneoppiminen,

syväoppiminen, konvoluutioverkko, mutaatio, rekombinaatio
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols
x vector of inputs
y vector of true labels
ŷ vector of predicted labels
X matrix of inputs
b neuron bias
w neuron weight
B batch size
η learning rate
µ expected value of a variable
σ standard deviation of a variable
N+ natural numbers without zero

Operators∑︁ summation∏︁ product of a sequence
exp(x) exponent function
log(x) decimal logarithm
H(t) Heaviside step function
mod modulo operation
max {S} maxima of set S
min {S} minima of set S
sup{S} supremum of subset S
σ(x) activation function
|x| absolute value
⌈x⌉ ceiling function
⌊x⌋ floor function
x ∼ A x is distributed as A
Lognormal(µ, σ2) log-normal distribution with parameters µ and σ
U[a,b] continuous uniform distribution in the range [a, b]
U{a, b} discrete uniform distribution in the range [a, b]
E[x] expected value
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Abbreviations
ANN artificial neural network
API application programming interface
BO Bayesian optimization
CNN convolutional neural network
EA evolutionary algorithm
GA genetic algorithm
GO genetic operator
MLP multilayer perceptron
MSE mean squared error
NAS neural architecture search
RNN recurrent neural network
RL reinforcement learning
SGD stochastic gradient descent



1 Introduction
In recent years, the exponential growth in computational power has made machine
learning an increasingly popular and viable solution for various optimization and
representation learning problems [1, 2]. Machine learning is used in a wide range
of domains including commercial, industrial and creative applications and research.
Virtually any task where complex input data should be used to generate predictions
or detect useful features can be tackled with machine learning techniques.

Deep learning is a family of machine learning methods that employ a layered
structure of artificial neurons [1]. This network is called an artificial neural network
(ANN). It is a system that propagates a fixed number of input signals through the
network generating a fixed number of output signals. While the structure of the ANN
generally remains fixed in most approaches, the individual weights of each neuron
may be modified, altering the mapping of inputs to outputs. In a computationally
expensive training process called supervised learning, the weight of each individual
neuron in the ANN is iteratively modified with an optimization algorithm [3]. The
optimization algorithm makes such modification using a sufficiently large set of target
feature–label pairs, called training samples. Ideally, a well-trained network should
have weights that produce adequately accurate outputs on input data. In essence,
the training allows the network to approximate an arbitrary function solely based on
the example inputs and outputs [4].

Provided that a meaningful relationship between the inputs and target outputs
exists, the accuracy of the mapping learned by the ANN largely depends on the
quality and quantity of training data, the choice of the optimizer algorithm along
with its associated hyperparameters, and the architecture of the ANN. Although the
architecture and hyperparameter choices are usually left to the programmer, it is
not possible to identify the most optimal ANN model for a given problem. Thus,
the final choice of architecture is often the result of trial and error. Currently, no
universal guideline exist that would allow the programmer to reliably choose a good
candidate ANN architecture for the task, although domain knowledge may aid in
the selection process. For example, the use of multiple convolutional layers has been
shown to be effective in computer vision tasks, and the programmer may choose
to employ a convolutional neural network (CNN) as an initial architecture for such
problems [5].

One potential solution for automatically determining the architecture of the ANN
is the use of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to evolve candidate architectures [6, 7].
Evolutionary algorithms take influence from evolutionary processes in biology, where
the genome of an individual is modified by genetic operators (GOs) such as mutations
and crossovers between multiple individuals [8]. Candidates in the population with
superior fitness in a given task are selected for further evolution per natural selection.
The ANN architecture problem can be modelled by defining the population as a
collection of rival ANN architectures. For a given candidate solution, the fitness would
be evaluated by training the network and measuring its accuracy on a given validation
set. Those networks that perform with the highest fitness in a given generation
will be carried over to the next generation and applied with further mutations and
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crossovers. Mutations would apply subtle modifications to the networks, while
crossovers would ideally sustain characteristics from both parent networks. The new
resulting candidate architectures would exhibit varying fitness scores, and the next
selection phase favoring the best performing individuals will be repeated, starting a
new cycle. Over the course of multiple generations, the population is expected to
evolve with gradually increasing network performance.

EAs have been used in early studies to evolve ANN structures in relatively
simplistic approaches. For example, studies [9, 10] have used EAs to evolve simple
multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), which are commonly defined in literature as networks
consisting solely of multiple sequentially chained fully-connected layers. In both
studies, EAs were used to find the optimal number of layers and the number of neurons
per layer. Another study used genetic algorithms (GAs) to evolve ANNs by modifying
connections between individual neurons, without regard to their layered structuring
[11]. While such approaches have been deemed successful, the organization and
preservation of layered structures in deep learning makes the learned representations
easier to understand and analyze by examining weights in specific layers. An approach
that would allow layered ANN architectures to evolve beyond simple MLPs could
provide novel and efficient architectures that would also be easier to understand.
Several studies in recent years have attempted to use EAs to specifically evolve CNNs
for various computer vision classification tasks such as CIFAR-10 and ImageNet
[12–14].

This thesis aims to develop an evolutionary algorithm that is able to constructively
evolve ANN architectures and choose training hyperparameters for a given regression
or classification task. To accomplish the gradual evolution of a diverse population
of networks, random mutation and crossover operations will be applied to foster
subtle variations on existing solutions. The efficiency of the EA will primarily be
evaluated by observing the development of mean fitness across all generations. The
fitness will be determined by measuring the accuracy of networks on a validation set
of samples in each generation. The validation set comprises of samples that were
excluded from the training process of the networks. The EA will be designed as
a constructive algorithm which gradually evolves small networks into larger ones,
until a satisfactory accuracy is achieved. The algorithm will also feature a soft
complexity control mechanism, which will discourage the growth of architectures
once improvements in fitness are no longer measured.

The goal of this thesis is also to determine whether different layer types such as
convolutional layers can be added to the network via genetic operators in appropriate
scenarios. The application of convolutional layers will be assessed in an image classi-
fication experiment where CNNs are known to perform well, and observing whether
the evolutionary algorithm favors the selection of CNN architectures. Additionally,
this thesis will implement a scheme to use GOs to evolve training hyperparameters
such as the choice of the optimizer algorithm and the associated learning rate and
training batch size.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the rele-
vant theoretical background on artificial neural networks, the basic training algorithm
for supervised learning, and the fundamentals of evolutionary algorithms including
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the relevant genetic operators such as mutation, crossover and selection. Chapter 3
reviews literature on recent approaches developed to automate neural architecture
search (NAS) and some specific implementations that use EAs in their search strategy.
Chapter 4 details the implementation of the mutation and crossover operations, and
the encompassing evolutionary algorithm developed for this thesis. Chapter 5 applies
the algorithm on a variety of test cases, including an image classification tasks using
the MNIST database, and details the results of each experiment. Chapter 6 assesses
the efficiency of the EA, the quality and novelty of the resulting solutions, and
the suitability of the algorithm as an automated means to discover useful ANN
architectures. Additionally, future work is proposed to improve the implemented
algorithm and NAS approaches in general. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis
with a summary of the used methods and implementation choices, and the results of
the experiments.
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2 Background
This chapter will introduce the basic theoretical background for artificial neural
networks and the relevant layer types including fully-connected and convolutional
layers. The loss functions used for regression and multiclass classification problems
will be defined, and the purpose of genetic operators such as mutation, crossover, and
selection will be explained. Additionally, this chapter will detail the nonlinear activa-
tion functions and the weight optimization algorithms used in the implementation of
this thesis.

2.1 Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a system producing output signals for real-
valued input signals, consisting of interconnected nodes called artificial neurons [1].
The concept of ANNs was originally inspired by biological neural networks formed
by neurons in living organisms, however modern ANN models share only minor
resemblance with their biological counterparts. Breakthroughs in ANN research
during the last decades have led to machine learning systems outperforming humans
in domains previously thought to depend on human intuition or expertise [15].
Numerous experiments and applications show that ANNs trained for specialized
tasks such as classification problems perform with better accuracy than humans. A
telling example of a such result was the 2015 edition of the ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge where the winning entrant performed with a top-5
classification error rate of 3.57% [16]. For comparison, humans are estimated to
perform in the same test on average with a slightly higher error rate of 5.1% [17].

The artificial neuron is the elementary building block of all ANNs, and it is a
function that multiplies m real-valued input signals, x, with corresponding weights,
w [18]. The sum of these products is then applied with an activation function, σ.
The output of the neuron, y, can thus be formulated as:

y = σ

(︄
m∑︂

i=1
wixi

)︄
(1)

Some applications may opt to supplement the weight with a bias term, b, which
is added to the weighted sum of inputs before being applied with the activation
function. The the output of the neuron then becomes:

y = σ

(︄
b +

m∑︂
i=1

wixi

)︄
(2)

The weights and bias for each neuron are modified during the training of the network.
Hence, these values are often called the trainable or learnable parameters of the
ANN. This thesis will include the bias term in all network implementations. For the
sake of brevity, all future references to weights or trainable parameters in this work
should be interpreted to include the bias term.

Neurons form unidirectional connections with other neurons referred to as edges,
where one neuron takes the output of the other neuron as an input [18]. A single
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Input Output

Figure 1: A simple feed-forward ANN.

neuron may take as inputs an arbitrary number of input signals of the network
or outputs of other neurons. Each input signal of the network may pass through
multiple neurons until it arrives at an output signal. The class of ANNs where
edges are prohibited from forming cycles are called feed-forward neural networks [19].
Recurrent neural networks in contrast use cyclic connections which are useful in
applications requiring temporal dynamic characteristics [20]. This thesis will however
only consider feed-forward networks, and Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of
such a network. The network includes one input and one output, along with four
intermediate neurons.

The universal approximation theorem is an important result in the theory of
ANNs, which states that standard multilayer feed-forward networks can approximate
any measurable function to an arbitrary level of accuracy [4]. A satisfactory model
is guaranteed to exist, provided that the network architecture includes a sufficient
number of layers, appropriate weight values are obtained, and that there exists a
meaningful relationship between the inputs and outputs. This finding however does
not establish any means to acquire the required weights; it merely states that they
exist.

The process of finding appropriate values is referred to as the learning of weights,
or training of the network. Training is an iterative and computationally expensive
operation, and there exists no universal training algorithm that is optimal for all ANN
applications [21]. In the network shown in Figure 1, neurons are organized into four
distinct columns called layers. The first and last layers are called the input and output
layers respectively, and the two intermediate layers are called hidden layers. The two
hidden layers consist of neurons that have edges with each neuron in neighboring
layers. Such layers are described as being dense or fully-connected [22]. While this
network includes only one input and output, ANNs can have an arbitrary amount
of inputs and outputs. The class of feed-forward ANNs which consist only of fully
connected layers between the inputs and outputs are called multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs) [22]. The architecture shown in Figure 1 is a simple example of an MLP.

2.2 Deep Learning
Deep learning is a term that refers to the approach of structuring ANNs into distinct
layers [23]. Deep learning is not restricted to MLPs, and can feature other layer
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types such as convolutional layers where neurons are only connected to neighboring
neurons in the previous layer [24]. Layers are not limited to being connected as chain
structures, and may feature skip connections where signals both pass and bypass
certain layers in the network, or split into into multiple branches called heads [25,26].
Each head may include contain a distinct sequence of layers, and the outputs of
the heads can be concatenated or combined by other means at a later part of the
network. This thesis will only consider single-headed feed-forward networks which
are called chain-structured networks [6].

Deep learning allows the designer of the network to make informed choices about
layer placement using existing domain knowledge, while preserving the universal
approximation properties. The analysis of well-structured and trained networks is
considerably easier than arbitrarily structured ANNs, since the examination of learned
weights in specific layers may provide insights into relevant feature relationships in
the raw input data [24].

The automatic process of finding useful representations in raw data is called feature
learning or representation learning [27]. The ability of ANNs to learn representations
in complex data sets without explicit knowledge on the nature of data is what makes
them a powerful solution in machine learning. This is a particularly attractive option
when conventional algorithms are not available or the nature of the data is poorly
understood, for example if the dimension of input data is large. In the latter case,
representation learning may allow the network to give more weight to useful feature
combinations in the input data, and disregard meaningless features [27].

Feature learning can either be supervised or unsupervised, indicating whether data
used for training includes target outputs. Supervised learning is suited for tasks where
the ANN can be trained to learn representations based on a set of observed outputs
for known inputs [3]. A well-trained network can then make accurate predictions
on novel sets of inputs using the learned representations. Unsupervised learning
encompasses training methods that do not include known outputs for observed
data. Instead, most popular applications for unsupervised learning include various
clustering and dimensionality reduction problems [28]. Supervised learning will be
used in all experiments included in this thesis.

2.2.1 Fully-Connected Layers

Fully-connected layers, also called dense layers, are along with convolutional layers the
most common type of layers used in general-purpose deep learning. A fully-connected
layer may contain and arbitrary number of neurons, and can be connected to any
number of input signals [29]. The input signal may correspond to the inputs of the
network, i.e. the input layer, or may originate from the outputs of other layers. The
number of outputs generated by a fully-connected layer is directly determined by
the number of neurons it includes, regardless of the number of inputs [29]. Thus,
data passing though the network may experience several changes in the dimensions
of its representation before being transformed to its final output form. Deliberate
dimension reduction can be useful to determine which combinations of intermediate
or input features have most influence to the outputs, while reducing the complexity
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Figure 2: One-dimensional convolutional layers with a kernel size of three.

of the model [30].
The application of fully-connected layers has the benefit of requiring no prior

information or assumptions about the nature of the input data. As stated by
the universal approximation theorem, an ANN only consisting of fully-connected
layers along with nonlinear activation functions is all that is required for sufficient
approximations of any measurable function, given that the network is large enough [4].
However, while fully-connected layers offer a lot of representational flexibility, the
optimization of weights can be a challenging task due to the sheer number of trainable
parameters. Adjacent fully-connected layers feature edges connecting all possible
pairs of neurons between the neighboring layers. Since each edge is associated with
an independent weight, a small increase in the number of neurons in a fully-connected
layer may drastically increase the total number of trainable parameters in the network.

For example, let the fully-connected layers A and B contain nA and nB neurons
respectively. Let A be have ni inputs and let the outputs of A be connected to
the inputs of B. In this scenario, incrementing the number of neurons in A by a
one would result in the increase of ni + nB + 1 trainable parameters. Therefore,
the increase in the number trainable parameters becomes more pronounced with
increasingly large layers.

2.2.2 Convolutional Layers

Convolutional layers operate on multidimensional data by selecting a cluster of
adjacent inputs and calculating their weighted sum using a set of weights called a
kernel or filter [24]. The dimensionality of the inputs in the context of convolutional
layers is used to describe the number of dimensions along which the independent
features are represented, rather than the total number of features. The outputs of
the convolutional layer have the same number of dimensions as the input, and each
output signal corresponds to a weighted sum calculated with the kernel translated to
a different position in the input data. While the outputs maintain the same number
of dimensions for a single kernel, the length of each dimension may differ from the
input data. The kernel size along with padding and stride options affect the number
of outputs generated for each dimension [24].

Figure 2 shows an example of a one-dimensional convolutional layer using a kernel
size of three, where the top and bottom rows represent the inputs and the convolutional
layers respectively. For example, the highlighted output value of the convolutional
layer in the left-hand side is derived by computing (5 ·1)+(2 ·−1)+(−5 ·3)+1 = −11.
The figure also shows how a shift in position inside the convolutional layer corresponds
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Figure 3: Kernels of length 3 in one, two and three dimensions.

to an identical translation in the group of inputs seen by the kernel. This translation
principle similarly applies to convolutions in other dimensions.

The example in Figure 2 demonstrates two different padding configurations: the
former convolutional layer uses no padding while the latter uses zero-padding on
both ends. The padded values are often set to zero in simple applications [24].
Note the effect of the padding configuration on the resulting output dimensions; the
dimensions of the former output correspond to the input dimension being shrunk by
one on both ends while the output of latter example has the same dimensions as the
input.

The definition of adjacency for inputs depends on the dimensionality of the input
representation. For example, a set of 1000 input signals could represent the measured
temperature values of a three-dimensional 10×10×10 space partitioned to 1000 unit
cubes. For a given kernel length, k, a natural kernel choice for this representation
would a cube of k3 unit cubes. In an computer vision application, a digital grayscale
image could be represented by a matrix of 64×64 brightness values for each pixel.
Using a kernel length of k, the two-dimensional image would use a square of k2 pixels
as the kernel. Figure 3 illustrates examples of kernels used in various dimensions.

Convolutional layers also have a configurable stride value, which determines how
much the kernel is offset in proportion to a displacement in the output [24]. For
example, using a stride value of two would move the kernel along the dimensions of
the input by two units at a time. Having a higher stride value reduces the output
dimensions since the increased stride value reduces the number of valid kernel position
along the input data. To further demonstrate the effect, a 5×5 input applied with a
two-dimensional convolutional layer using 1) a single layer of padding on all sides, 2)
a kernel shape of 3×3, and 3) a stride value of one would result in a 5×5 output. If
the stride was increased to two while keeping other parameters the same, the output
would instead have dimensions of 3×3.

To make automated handling of layer dimensions straightforward, convolutional
layers in this thesis will only use kernel lengths of either three or five. In two-
dimensional convolutional layers, this would correspond to 3×3 and 5×5 kernels
respectively. The selected padding thickness will be one and two for kernel lengths
of three and five respectively. Additionally, the stride value will always be set to one.
Under these settings, the convolutional layers are guaranteed to preserve the number
of output features with respect to the inputs.

While convolutional layers do not contain conventional artificial neurons, the
weights and bias of each kernel are trainable parameters [24]. A single convolutional
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layer may contain multiple kernels containing their own set of weights and bias value.
When a convolutional layer contains more than one kernel the output gains additional
dimensions representing the outputs for each kernel, referred to as channels [31].

Input data fed to a convolutional layer may also contain multiple channels [31]. For
instance, the aforementioned example of temperature readings in three-dimensional
space could feature two additional channels containing readings of air pressure and
relative humidity in respective locations. The image processing example could be
extended to contain three separate input channels for red, green and blue colors, which
is a typical representation used with color images [32]. The number of input channels
does not have to correspond to the number of output channels in the convolutional
layer. In traditional implementations all nk kernels in the layer are applied to all ni

input channels, yielding a total of no = nink output channels. Alternatively, having
a dedicated kernel for each channel would result in an equal number of input and
output channels. The appropriate channel configuration is context-dependent.

If an m-dimensional convolutional layer contains nk kernels of size lm, the total
number of trainable parameters, pc, in the layer is:

pc = nk(lm + 1) (3)

The convolutional layer can be interpreted as being a regular layer of neurons where
each neuron is connected to the closest neighbors in the input; the key difference
being that each group of edges arriving at a neuron share the same set of weights
and bias term [24].

2.2.3 Max Pooling Layers

Pooling layers are special layers that are often used together with convolutional layers.
A typical CNN includes multiple consecutive convolutional layers interleaved with
pooling layers [31]. While pooling layers do not contain any trainable parameters,
they share a similarity with convolutional layers by applying an operation on a
set of inputs using a predefined kernel shape on multidimensional data [31]. The
operation type depends on the particular class of pooling layers, but often the layer
performs some form of aggregation on the cluster of inputs. For example, the average
pooling layer returns outputs corresponding the mean of values under the displaced
kernel [33]. A global pooling layer does not use a kernel, but instead returns the
mean of all of the inputs [33].

Among the different types of pooling layers the max pooling layer is perhaps
the most popular choice when coupled with convolutional layers [24]. A typical
configuration used in computer vision involves two-dimensional convolutional layers
coupled with a non-linear activation functions. These layers are then followed by a
max pooling layer. Standard computer vision CNN architectures typically make use
of such structures by placing them consecutively in series within the network [31].

When the kernel is displaced to a particular position in the input data, the max
pooling layer outputs the largest encountered value within the kernel [24]. Figure 4
illustrates how a two-dimensional max pooling operation is applied to a 4×4 input
using a 2×2 kernel using a stride value of one. This example does not use any
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional max pooling layer with a kernel shape of 2×2.

Table 1: A fictional data set of apartments

area [m2] year floor distance [km] value [€]
43.5 1973 7 5.1 135 000
98.1 1979 10 14.8 225 000
64.9 1997 12 7.6 142 000
41.3 1967 13 9.6 164 000
75.6 2008 6 2.9 210 000

padding, hence the resulting output dimensions are 3×3. The highlighted element
in the output corresponds to the kernel displaced over the highlighted region in the
input where the underlined value of 8 is the largest within that region.

This thesis will use a fixed max pooling layer configuration featuring a kernel size
of 2×2 and stride value of two without any padding, which effectively will halve the
the number of features along each input dimension. For example, 128×64 and 2×4
inputs would be shrink to 64×32 and 1×2 outputs respectively when passed through
a max pooling layer with the aforementioned parameters.

2.3 Samples and Data Sets
A sample or data point corresponds to the the set of input values for a given
observation. A collection of multiple samples is called a data set. The set of input
values are often referred to as features of the data set. In supervised learning, the
training data set is accompanied with a set of targets or labels for each sample,
representing observed outputs for the inputs [34]. For example, a machine learning
model aiming to predict the value of a residential apartment may use a data set
including four features representing the floor area of the building, date of construction
of the building, floor number of the apartment, and the distance from the city center.
The labels would include recent data on real purchase values of apartments. Table 1
shows a data set of five samples. The first four columns correspond to the four
features while the final column contains the labels for each sample. During training,
the optimizer algorithm will iteratively adjust the weights of the ANN until the
network consistently produces outputs that are close to the true labels for samples
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in the training set [35].
Supervised learning is often used for classification tasks and regression problems,

where the network is trained to make accurate predictions on novel data points [3].
The training algorithm tunes the weights of the network using a number of observed
input–output pairs, called the training data set [35]. Typically, the amount of
training samples should exceed well over the amount of trainable weights, however,
no universal guideline for the minimum ratio of training data points to the number of
weights exists [36]. The shortage of training data may result in an overfitted model,
meaning that the model performs with high prediction accuracy on the training
samples but generalizes poorly with novel data points [36]. This problem can often
be mitigated merely by increasing the amount of training samples when the quantity
of available training data is unlimited or otherwise large enough [36].

2.4 Loss Functions
The training of ANNs are often formulated as optimization problems where the
loss function is the target for minimization [35]. For a given data set, the loss
function measures the deviation between the true labels and the labels predicted
by the machine learning model. The appropriate choice of a loss function depends
on the class of the machine learning problem, e.g. whether it is a regression or
classification task [37]. If a training algorithm employs a backpropagating gradient
descent optimizer, the loss function should be differentiable so that the gradients of
the weights with respect to the loss can be calculated [38].

2.4.1 Mean Squared Error

A common loss function used in regression is the mean squared error (MSE) [37].
For a data set containing n samples where the kth predicted and true labels are xk

and yk respectively, the MSE can be calculated with:

MSE = 1
n

n∑︂
i=1

(xk − yk)2 (4)

The MSE is often a preferred measure of loss compared to the mean absolute error,
since squaring the error factor provides convenient mathematical properties–namely
making derivations straightforward. Optimizers based on gradient descent require
calculations of the gradient of the loss with respect to the weights, making the MSE
an appropriate choice as the loss function for such optimizers [37].

2.4.2 Cross Entropy Loss

With multiclass classification problems the cross entropy loss is a popular choice for
the loss function [37]. For a given data point, a multiclass classifier will assign a
single label from a choice of C different classes [39]. Let the classes be represented by
an integer in the set {1, 2, ..., C}. When predicting a label for a data point, a neural
classifier would calculate C separate probabilities that the data point belongs to
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one of the C available classes. The class yielding the highest probability will be the
label predicted by the network. A popular way to implement multi-class classifiers
in deep learning is by including C neurons in the output layer and setting a softmax
activation function after it [40].

The purpose of the softmax activation function is to convert a real-valued vector
into a vector of probabilities that sum up to 1. Let x be a vector of K real values.
The softmax activation function, τ , will yield a probability in the range [0, 1] for the
nth component:

τ(x)n = exp(xn)∑︁K
i=1 exp(xi)

for n = 1, . . . , K (5)

The function will generate a valid probability distribution for any real-valued x where
larger components will correspond to a higher probability [40]. This is convenient to
use with ANNs since it allows the neurons to flexibly learn representations of varying
magnitude that can easily be converted into probabilities.

The cross entropy loss measures loss by comparing the probability distribution
generated by the network and the true label [37]. To calculate the cross entropy,
which in general is a measure of the difference between two probability distributions,
the true label is represented by a probability distribution where the true class has a
probability of one while the probabilities of other classes are set to zero. The loss for
a particular data point would be zero if the classifier would predict the correct class
with a probability of one.

For a given sample and an output layer containing C neurons, let xn be the value
given by the nth output neuron. Also let y be the true label associated with the
sample. Assuming that that each class is equally valued in the loss function, the
cross entropy loss of the single sample can be formulated as [37]:

L(x, y) = − log exp(xy)∑︁C
k=1 exp(xk)

(6)

Note that the equation of the cross-entropy loss similar to the softmax function in
Eq. 5. In fact, it is merely the combination of the softmax function and the negative
log-likelihood function. The negative log-likelihood of probability q is defined as
− log(q), which outputs zero for a the probability one, and approaches infinity as
the probability approaches zero. It can be observed in Eq. 6 that the loss decreases
as the value of xy increases, corresponding to an increase in the probability given
to the class of the true label, y. The loss can also be observed to increase as the
probability distribution for the different classes becomes more even or when the
probability for the true label decreases. An even distribution can be interpreted as the
classifier being unconfident about its prediction. The cross entropy loss approaches
the minimum value of one, when the probability of the correct class approaches one,
forcing all remaining probabilities to approach zero.

When calculating the cross entropy loss for a batch of samples, the sum of the
losses for each sample in the batch can be mean-reduced. Let yn be the true label of
the nth sample, and let xn,k be the kth value given by the output layer for the nth
sample. For a batch of N samples the mean-reduced cross entropy loss becomes [37]:
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L(X, y) = − 1
N

N∑︂
n=1

(︄
log exp(xn,yn)∑︁C

k=1 exp(xn,k)

)︄
(7)

The mean-reduced loss function merely calculates the mean of loss for all samples
in the batch. The loss function could alternatively be sum-reduced by omitting the
division by N in Eq. 7, however this would mean that the magnitude of the loss
would depend on the batch size. The change in loss magnitude would have a direct
effect on the magnitude of the gradients of the weights, which are calculated and
used by the backpropagation and optimizer algorithms. Since the batch size is an
evolvable parameter in this thesis, only the mean-reduced cross entropy loss will be
considered for multiclass classification problems. This way different solution with
varying batch sizes will use similarly scaled training error values.

2.4.3 Accuracy and Average Error

For classification problems where the aim of the ANN is to predict the correct label
for a sample from a finite set of classes, accuracy is the most conventional metric to
measure performance. For a given data set, the accuracy is defined as the ratio of
correct predictions made on the data set. Alternatively, the average error can be
used, which is the ratio of incorrect predictions made on a data set.

Accuracy = number of correct predictions
number of samples in data set (8)

Average Error = number of incorrect predictions
number of samples in data set = 1− Accuracy (9)

In certain problems the accuracy or average error may not be an appropriate metric
to assess the performance of a classifier. These metrics might indicate misleading
performance in problems featuring a highly skewed distribution of classes. For
example, a classification problem including binary labels of 0 or 1 could feature a
data set where 99% of data points have a true label of 0. A naive classifier that
predicts the label 0 for all samples regardless of the input data will score an expected
accuracy of 0.99 for the data set, suggesting high performance.

However, if the described problem corresponded to a real world problem, e.g. a
medical classification task where the label 1 would signal the presence of a serious
medical condition in a patient, having a high rate of false negative predictions would
be undesirable. Problems that aim to place more emphasis on a particular type of
classification accuracy may instead opt to use metrics such as precision or recall to
assess the performance of the classifier [41]. The popular Fβ-score aims to evaluate
the performance of a binary classifier using a weighted emphasis on both precision
and recall [42].

While the accuracy and average error are intuitive metrics for tracking the
performance of classifiers, these metrics cannot be used as the loss function for the
optimizer algorithm. For a given data set of N samples, the accuracy and average
error are functions that take the weights of the network as inputs in a continuous
range, while outputting values in the discrete set: k/N, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., N}. These
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function are not differentiable, and therefore cannot be used with gradient-based
optimizer algorithms. For this reason, the cross entropy loss is more suited for
training and validation, however these loss values may require more interpretation to
understand how the model performs.

To minimize complications regarding the appropriate choice of performance
metrics, classification problems described in this thesis will be restricted to classes
with even importance and distribution within a data set. Therefore, the accuracy
or the average error should suffice as a practical performance metric of a classifier.
The cross entropy loss will be used for measuring fitness and training performance of
classifiers while the average accuracy will be used only to assess the performance of
the final model.

2.5 Training Algorithms
Before the training an ANN, weights and other learnable parameters in the network
are typically initialized to random values [2]. The training algorithm then processes
each iteration by using a subset of training samples from the training set at a time
to train the weights of the network [2]. This approach is referred to as mini-batch
training [2]. Each sample in the batch is given as an input to the network, and the
generated outputs correspond to the predictions made by the network. The loss
function is then evaluated for a single batch by measuring the error between the
generated predictions and the true labels for the samples in the batch. As the final
step of a training iteration, this error is used to determine the appropriate change in
weight values.

2.5.1 Backpropagation

In literature, backpropagation is sometimes used to describe the training or optimizer
algorithm as a whole, however, in strict terms the backpropagation algorithm solely
refers to the technique for calculating gradients in the network [43]. When using
gradient descent, a common training scheme is to first calculate the error between
predictions and true labels using a training data set [2]. The gradients of the weights
with respect to the loss are then computed with the backpropagation algorithm,
which starts by computing the gradients at the output layer. The gradients are then
propagated backward towards the input layer via the chain-rule for derivations [2].
As the final step the optimizer uses a specific update rule to adjust the weights of
the network per the computed gradients.

2.5.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent

The two optimizer choices used in this thesis, Adam and RMSprop, are both algo-
rithms that use backpropagation, since they both are variants of stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [44]. SGD uses mini-batches of training data to compute the loss
and the associated gradients, while pure gradient descent would instead calculate
the loss for the entire training set [44]. However, processing the whole training set
at once may be computationally too expensive and require excessive amounts of
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memory. SGD can be interpreted as an approximation of pure gradient descent
which has lower memory and computational requirements. The stochastic nature of
SGD is derived from the fact that samples are randomly shuffled for the purpose of
generating mini-batches, hence, the algorithm is nondeterministic [44].

2.5.3 Adam and RMSprop

Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) and RMSprop (Root Mean Square Propagation)
are optimization algorithms that use an adaptive learning rate for each trainable
parameter [44]. In regular SGD, the learning rate is a fixed hyperparameter used
for updating all weights in the network [44]. However, optimizers with a fixed
learning rate may suffer from slow convergence at later phases of training. A cause
of such problems is the vanishing gradient problem, which occurs when the gradients
approach such low values that the optimizer is unable to meaningfully modify the
weights [45]. The opposite but related phenomenon is the exploding gradient problem
where the gradients are so large that the optimizer excessively adjusts the weights,
preventing stable convergence [45]. These two problems are caused by inappropriate
learning rates are various stages of training, thus, optimizers with adaptive learning
rates were developed to mitigate these issues [44].

The following formulae for the update rules of Adam and RMSprop are described
in [44]. The RMSprop optimizer implements the adaptive learning rate by normalizing
the initial learning rate, η, with the exponentially decaying average of squared
gradients. Let gt and vt be the gradient and squared gradient average of iteration t
respectively. The decaying average of squared gradients is computed with:

vt = αvt−1 + (1− α)g2
t , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (10)

Using the aforementioned normalization scheme, the effective learning rate, γ, is:

γ = η
√

vt + ϵ
(11)

The ϵ term in the expression above is a small value added for numerical stability of
the algorithm.

The Adam optimizer uses a similar update scheme as RMSprop, since it also
uses the exponentially decaying average or gradient squares formulated in Eq. 10. In
addition to that, Adam also computes the similarly decaying average of gradients,
mt:

mt = βmt−1 + (1− β)gt, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 (12)
mt and vt can be interpreted as estimates of the first and second moments of the
gradients, respectively. After applying bias-correction for Adam with vt ← vt/(1−αt)
and mt ← mt/(1− βt), the effective learning rate is the same as in Eq. 11. While
RMSprop updates the weights by subtracting γgt, Adam updates the weights by
subtracting γmt. Even though both optimizers make use of an adaptive learning rate,
the initial learning rate, η, is a hyperparameter whose value may impact convergence
properties in the initial stages. It is this initial value that is evolved by the genetic
algorithm implemented for this thesis.
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Figure 5: Plots of the ReLU and Sigmoid activation functions.

2.6 Nonlinear Activation Functions
The purpose of the activation function is to introduce non-linearity to the model.
ANNs built only from neurons with linear activation functions result in a linear
mappings, which obviously restricts the applicability of such models [46]. In theory,
an MLP may work as a universal approximator if the activation functions are any
continuous nonconstant functions [4]. In practice, the choice of activation function is
non-trivial and greatly impacts the efficiency of training algorithms [2].

A simple example of a activation functions is a threshold function that outputs a
binary value indicating whether the input exceeds a certain threshold limit, as used
in the original perceptron algorithm [47]. Alternatively it can be a sigmoid-shaped
function that outputs values between 0 and 1, such as the one depicted on the
right-hand side of Figure 5 [46]. The commonly used backpropagation algorithms
used for training feed-forward ANNs updates the weights of the ANN by calculating
the gradient of the loss function with respect to the weights. Such derivations are
feasible only if the activation functions are subdifferentiable [37].

Although novel types of activation functions remain an active topic of research,
this thesis will only consider only two popular choices of activation functions: the
sigmoid function and the rectified linear unit function (ReLU). These functions are
defined as follows [46]:

σsigmoid = 1
1 + e−x

(13)

σReLU =

⎧⎨⎩0 if x ≤ 0
x if x > 0

(14)

Both the sigmoid and the ReLU activation functions are heavily used in modern
ANNs, since they have been shown to exhibit efficient training properties with various
backpropagation algorithms [47].

2.7 Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are set of population-based optimization techniques
that draw inspiration from the process of natural selection in biology [48,49]. Problems
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addressed by EAs involve the modeling of a population consisting of multiple candidate
solutions, where the quality of each candidate is measured by a fitness function [48].
The modification of the population is typically applied in iterations called generations,
where various operations inspired by biological evolution are applied [48]. The
motivation behind this is approach is that the solutions in the population are
expected evolve with increasing fitness scores, approaching high quality solutions
in the search space [48]. The class of EAs that employ genetic operators (GOs)
such as mutations, crossovers and selection operations are called genetic algorithms
(GAs) [48].

2.7.1 Selection

The selection operation is often the first or last step in the evolutionary process
for a given generation, where the existing solutions in the population are evaluated
by a fitness function and are consequently either discarded or retained for the next
generation [50]. There are various criteria by which the candidates can be chosen
for the next generation, however, a minimum requirement is that solutions with
higher fitness are selected with higher probability [8]. One approach could use the
fitness of candidates as weights for random selection. Alternate approaches may opt
avoid randomizing the selection process, and instead rank the solutions by fitness
and select the solutions with fitness exceeding a particular value. Another approach
could select a fixed share or number of best performing candidates.

Regardless of the selection method, the selected solutions are typically then
subjected to modifications via other GOs and are added to the next generation. As
another option, in a variant called elitist selection, the selected solutions are kept
in the next generation as is [51]. The implementation in this thesis will use elitist
selection with a fixed number of elite solutions preserved in the population.

2.7.2 Mutation

Mutations are one of the most commonly used GOs for deriving new solutions from
candidates within a population [52]. This operation takes an existing solution as
the input and generates a random variation as the output solution. The degree of
variation between the input and output should be subtle, since the output should
attempt to retain qualities in the input that may have contributed to a high fitness
value in the previous generation.

Figure 6 illustrates the result of two mutations independently applied to a binary-
encoded input. In this example, solutions are represented as sequences of eight binary
digits. The mutation operation inverts the binary values of two randomly selected
digits, thus preserving 75% of information in the input. The dark cells in the output
solutions correspond to the bits inverted by the mutation.

By ensuring that that variations produced by mutations are small, each mutation
would correspond to a solution taking a small step in a random direction in the search
space [53]. Assuming that the search space is sufficiently well-behaved, selecting novel
solutions that correspond to even slightly improved fitness will allow the evolutionary
process to gradually approach local optimums. The magnitude of variation caused
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Figure 6: Two mutations applied to a binary-encoded input.
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Figure 7: Crossover of two inputs producing two outputs.

by the mutation therefore affects the convergence properties of the algorithm, with
a similar effect as the step size in gradient descent optimization algorithms [53].
Mutations that produce too small variations will result in slow yet stable convergence
while more pronounced mutations might make the GA unstable, preventing proper
convergence towards local optimums [53].

2.7.3 Crossover

The crossover, also called recombination, is a GO that combine multiple input
solutions to create new candidate solutions [54]. In most applications, the crossover
takes only two inputs, but in more exotic implementations the crossovers may in
principle accept more than two inputs [55]. The crossover in GAs is analogous
to biological reproduction, where the derived genetic sequence contains randomly
arranged segments from both parents.

Figure 7 features an example of the crossover being applied with two inputs
to produce two independent outputs. In this example, the solutions are encoded
as sequences of eight decimal integer values ranging from 0–9. The two outputs
on the right-hand side are color-coded to distinguish the origin of each value with
respect to the two inputs. The use of crossovers in GAs is motivated by the effects
of its biological counterpart, where the offspring of two parents represents a random
combination of both beneficial and harmful characteristics of both parents [8]. While
the output of the crossover is guaranteed to feature properties of both inputs, fitness
of the new solution depends on the specific combination of these properties.

Similarly as with mutations, crossovers will allow the GA to explore novel points
in the search space. Convergence towards a local optimum through crossovers is likely
to be more unstable than with mutations, since the two parent solutions processed
by the crossover might be distant from each other in the search space [56]. This is
especially likely to happen if the parents represent candidate solutions converging
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Figure 8: Crossover of two trees consisting of character-valued nodes.

at separate optimums in the search space. In such scenarios, the crossover might
produce highly inefficient solutions that are not close to either optimum, however,
the selection phase should ensure that such poorly performing solutions get discarded
quickly in the evolutionary process [56]. Despite this, crossovers of mutually distant
solutions may serve as a desired means to escape local optimums or boost the initial
search phase when no efficient solutions have yet been found [56].

Crossovers are usually implemented so that the outputs contains roughly equal
shares of derived characteristics from both parents. This corresponds to how genetic
crossover functions in biology, however, in some problems there may be an incentive
to apply biased influence from parents. For example, too large deviations from input
solutions caused by crossovers could be mitigated with an unequal share of parent
influence. A crossover between parents A and B could be implemented to preserve
90% of traits in parent A, and 10% of traits in parent B. In this approach, the
resulting output is expected to be in the vicinity of parent A within the search space,
encouraging more stable convergence.

In traditional GAs, solution candidates are typically encoded as fixed-length
strings that are subjected to GOs in encoded form [57]. This approach assumes that
the true solution representation can be encoded in a reasonable manner that allows
the associated GA operations to produce appropriate variations [57]. In practice,
this means that the degree of similarity between the encoded forms of two solutions
correspond to comparable similarity in their decoded forms.

Figure 6 features an encoding in the form of a binary string while solutions
in Figure 7 are encoded as strings of natural numbers. In these implementations,
mutations and crossovers can be relatively easy to implement, especially if the
encoding has a fixed length. If the solution representation has a variable size then
the operations can be constructive or destructive, meaning that the operation may
increase or decrease the size of the representation respectively. For example, a GA
designed to evolve a decision tree classifier could be programmed to allow the solution
to grow an arbitrary amount of nodes, thus a variable sized representation and
encoding would be appropriate.

However, GAs do not inherently require the use of an intermediate encoded
form, and in complex search spaces devising a suitable encoding scheme might
challenging [57]. Alternatively, GOs can instead be implemented to work directly
with the true representations of the solutions. Figure 8 shows an abstract example
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of a GA using tree structures as solution representations. In this example, trees can
vary in size and each node contains a letter of the Latin alphabet as its value. While
variable-length string encodings could be defined for the trees in this example, it
might be more desirable to implement GOs that take trees directly as operands. The
crossover implementation in Figure 8 accomplishes this by selecting one of the input
trees and replacing a randomly selected subtree with a randomly selected subtree of
the other.

A mutation applied to a tree in the example in Figure 8 could be implemented
by selecting an existing node and changing its value to a new random value, or
by adding a new random-valued child to an existing node. The former approach
would not alter the size of the input, while the latter approach would be considered
a constructive mutation. However, the described crossover could result either in a
constructive or destructive operation, which depends on the size of the randomly
selected subtrees used for replacement. From a stability standpoint it is probably
undesirable to allow variable-sized solutions to grow exponentially via GOs, hence
the operators should be implemented to foster only gradual changes in solution size.
Crossovers used in the example of Figure 8 could result in uncontrollable growth in
tree depth, if the probability distribution of the selected subtrees is not adjusted
with respect to their depth.

2.7.4 Fitness

The function used to assess the performance of a solution within the population is
called the fitness function. The value of this function for a given candidate solution is
simply called the fitness of the solution [49]. The fitness should ideally quantify the
desirability of the solution, and in many applications a suitable formulation of the
this function is straightforward to derive. For example, if an EA is used to optimize a
computer program to play an arbitrary game, an intuitive choice for a fitness metric
would be winning percentage across a large number of simulated games.

In other implementations the design of a valid fitness function might be more
involved, especially if multiple performance metrics of interest cannot be optimized
simultaneously. Fore example, consider an EA aiming to optimize the design of a
vehicle. Qualities such as cost of manufacture, fuel economy and expected service
time may be of interest for optimization but cannot be optimized simultaneously. The
programmer may wish to apply appropriate weights to each attribute of interest in the
fitness function, or solve the multi-objective optimization problem by seeking Pareto
optimal solutions from the generated set of solution candidates [58]. Regardless of
how the fitness function is formulated, the fitness will allow the ranking of solutions
in the population for the purpose of selection [8].
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Figure 9: A chain-structured convolutional neural network.

3 Related Work
Numerous approaches have been proposed to automate the process of choosing neural
network architectures and training hyperparameters for machine learning tasks. This
chapter will summarize the most relevant studies that have aimed to automate the
selection of architectures, and studies that have specifically suggested the application
of evolutionary algorithms for this task.

Neural architecture search (NAS) refers to the collective methods used to automate
the search of neural architectures [6,7]. Central to all NAS methods are the definitions
of a search space, search strategy and performance estimation strategy. NAS methods
have been a subject of research for at least three decades, with early research focusing
on the evolution of individual neuron connections in smaller networks. Viable NAS
approaches for modern deep learning models have only emerged during the last
decade [6, 7]. This is in part due to the increasing availability of computation power
which improves the feasibility of more diverse search and performance estimations
strategies.

3.1 Search Spaces
The search space encompasses all the possible architectural network configurations,
and optionally also set of all permitted hyperparameters. Formally, a neural network
is a system which transforms input signals to output signals through a series of
operations. Hence, neural networks are usually modeled as computational graphs
where each node corresponds to an operation. In the implementation of this thesis
these nodes only consist of a few layer types and activation functions, but in general
they may describe any operation.

One class of search spaces that allow a great degree flexibility are called global
search spaces. Global search spaces allow each individual node in the network to be
configured independently, and the the nodes can be connected together in an arbitrary
structure. A simple subclass of global search spaces are chain-structured search
spaces, where the output of a single node is connected to exactly one other node
without cyclic connections. Figure 9 features an example of a simple convolutional
neural network obtained from a chain-structured search space.

One study used a chain-structured search space in a NAS implementation to
generate general-purpose convolutional neural networks [59]. The study used a
meta-algorithm based on reinforcement learning to generate new solutions within
the search space. The search space was finite due to a limited network size and a set
of node types only consisting of typical convolutional, fully-connected and pooling
layers. The search space was further restricted by excluding obviously nonsensical or
otherwise computationally inefficient networks. Examples of such excluded solutions
included networks starting with a pooling or fully-connected layers. Using several
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image classification benchmarks test, the study showed that the NAS method was
able to produce high-quality networks that outperformed human-designed networks
consisting of the same set of permitted layer types. Results were also comparable
with state-of-the-art networks that used a wider range of layer types.

Block-based search spaces are a class of search spaces that has attracted attention
in recent NAS research [6]. These search spaces consist of a fixed template network
architecture which includes special nodes called blocks. A block is essentially a
subnetwork whose internal structure and node types may be varied per the search
space definition. The motivation for block-based search spaces is based on the notion
that repeating patterns within neural networks have been observed to be effective in
many models [6]. NAS methods that use block-based search spaces aim to discover
the appropriate block structures that are repeated in predefined parts of a neural
network.

Most block-based search spaces in recent NAS implementations are based on
the model proposed in [60], where the search space is called NASNet. NASNet
uses blocks within its template architecture to represent a repeated convolutional
layer type. Additionally, the NASNet search space allows each block instance to be
repeated consecutively a variable number of times. Figure 10 shows the NASNet
search space used for the CIFAR-10 image classification test. The template structure
features two types of blocks called the normal block and reduction block. Note that
the normal block is repeated N at each instance, and the value N is modified by the
search strategy.

The NAS algorithm described in [60] searches first for appropriate block structures
by testing them independently on a small data sets. The block structures are then
substituted into the full template architecture for full data set tests. According to
the published results, NASNet achieved state-of-the-art performance on both the
CIFAR-10 and ImageNet benchmark tests. Moreover, NASNet was reported to also
outperform human-designed state-of-the-art architectures when limited to different
levels of computational cost [60].

3.2 Search Strategies
The search strategy in an NAS describes the methods by with the defined search
space is traversed to find the appropriate network architecture for the given problem.
One promising method to search architectures is based on Bayesian optimization
(BO) [6]. BO is a global optimization scheme typically used with black-box functions
that are computationally expensive to evaluate [61].

BO is a form of a surrogate optimization algorithm, which uses Bayesian probabilis-
tic models and formulas to evaluate the prior and posterior probability distributions
of the objective function as the surrogate function [61]. The optimization algorithm
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iterates by evaluating a separately defined acquisition function that chooses a new
point of interest for evaluation by the objective function. The acquisition func-
tion chooses this point by balancing the tendency for exploitation and exploration.
Exploitation is the approach of testing known areas of the search space that have
promising locations for an optimum, while exploration is the approach of testing
areas associated with high uncertainty. After evaluating the value of the objective
function at this new point, Bayesian formulae are used to update the new posterior
probability distribution.

The benefit of BO is that the algorithm requires relatively few evaluations of the
objective functions to find candidate locations of the global optimum. Additionally,
the optimization scheme does not require gradient calculations used in gradient
descent. While BO is an advantageous approach for optimization problems where
the evaluation of the objective function is costly, the cost of evaluating both the
objective function and the acquisition function in NAS pose exceptional challenges.
In the context of NAS, the objective function takes the architecture of the neural
network as the input and outputs the post-training validation error. The search
for a neural architecture is essentially an optimization problem that minimizes this
objective function. Within the field of machine learning, BO has been successfully
applied in the task of hyperparameter optimization [62].

Recently, BO has been successfully used for NAS in a framework called Bayesian
Optimization with Neural Architectures for Neural Architecture Search (BANANAS)
[63]. BANANAS partially circumvents the problem of evaluating the true objective
function by encoding the architecture of the network, and using the encoding to
train a separate neural predictor. This neural predictor can then be used to estimate
the value of the objective function at new points in the search space. The neural
predictor is iteratively trained using the true objective function, however, the number
of instances that the actual objective function must be evaluated is greatly reduced,
since the neural predictor provides sufficiently accurate predictions.

The BANANAS study reported that their NAS implementation successfully
produced state-of-the-art CNN architectures [63]. This result was achieved using the
NAS-Bench-101 test, which is an extensive database of different convolutional neural
architectures with readily measured validation errors [64]. These validation errors
were obtained by training and testing each individual neural architecture using the
CIFAR-10 database. The performance of BANANAS was compared with 13 other
published NAS methods, which included 7 other BO-based variants. BANANAS
scored the lowest validation error of all NAS methods measured in the study.

Another significant class of proposed search strategies involve formulating the
NAS as a reinforcement learning (RL) problem [6]. RL is a branch of machine
learning that deals with intelligent agents that aim is to maximize their cumulative
reward [65]. The RL problem defines the full set of environment and agent states,
and the associated probability for actions to transition from one state to another.
The collection of probabilities for each pair of states and actions is called a policy. A
reward value is associated with a state transition caused by a particular action. The
RL problem thus is concerned with the optimization of a policy that maximizes the
expected cumulative reward.
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When NAS is formulated as a RL problem, a neural architecture is constructed
with the actions defined for the agent [6]. The set of actions essentially corresponds
to adding individual constructs defined in the the search space. Different RL-based
NAS methods vary in the way the actions are represented, and by the means of
policy optimization. One first studies to implement NAS via RL used elements
from ϵ-greedy, Q-learning and experience replay techniques [59]. In this study, the
individual steps of network constructions were defined as agent actions, thus, the
states represented incomplete networks. A separate termination action would end
the construction process, yielding a finished network.

Simple hill-climbing has also been applied to NAS with competitive results [66].
This study implemented network morphism to iteratively create variations of a
parent architecture. The derived network which demonstrated the most improvement
over the parent network would then be selected as the parent of the next iteration.
Network morphism is a technique where a well-trained network is slightly modified to
produce a new network which preserves the function and performance of the original
network [67]. Preservation of network function is usually achieved with the reuse of
learned weights [68]. This way, the expected number of training iterations required
for improvement is significantly lower than when retraining the network from scratch.

3.2.1 Evolutionary Algorithms

Several recent NAS methods have successfully applied EAs in their search strategies [6].
However, the use of EAs in the optimization of neural architectures is not a novel
concept, and one early study dates back to 1989, where an EA was used to optimize the
connections of individual neurons for relatively simple tasks, such as the mapping of
the Boolean XOR function [69]. The application of EAs to train network weights was
a fairly standard technique over two decades ago, however, SGD-based methods have
replaced them in modern complex neural networks [7]. Approaches to simultaneously
evolve neural architectures and their respective weights were proposed in [70] and [71],
though the evolution of architectures was still limited to modifying connections on
the scale of individual neuron connections, rather than network layers used in deep
learning.

Nearly all of the recent EA-based NAS studies have restricted their search space
to the evolution of CNN architectures for computer vision [6, 7]. These EA-based
implementations are centered around a population of architecture candidates, whose
members are evolved using genetic operators [7]. Solutions are periodically ranked
according to a measured fitness score, and some form of selection is applied to
further develop the best performing architectures. Most of these studies exclude
training hyperparameters from the set of evolvable parameters, and instead use
fixed values adjusted for the specific optimization task. Weights are usually trained
using standard SGD-based optimizers, however, many NAS methods use various
performance estimation strategies to circumvent the need for full network training [6].

One of the EA-based NAS studies that attempted to search for state-of-the-art
architectures for computer vision problems evolved CNNs by adding or removing
convolutional layers, and modifying their properties [12]. Mutations would apply batch
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normalization or ReLU activations, or change stride, kernel or channel configurations.
Another study, published around the same time, used a search space of three segments
containing multiple convolutional layers [13]. Crossovers were applied in the EA to
produce novel combinations of convolutional layers within the segments.

In another EA-based implementation, vector concatenation and summation were
introduced as evolvable constructs along with standard convolutional and pooling
layers [72]. This implementation also used elitist selection to choose one parent from
which the next generation would derive its new solutions. Another study used a
novel hierarchical search space of CNNs, and developed an EA to modify the internal
structure of cells at different hierarchical levels [73]. This implementation was able
to generate architectures that outperformed several human-designed networks in
CIFAR-10 and ImageNet benchmarks tests.

One of the more well-known EA-based NAS methods was used to create the
AmoebaNet CNNs, which were record-breaking architectures in the CIFAR-10 and
ImageNet classification tests at the time of publication [14]. This study used the
NASNet search space, where the connections and operations with the NASNet cells
were modified by mutations. A unique feature of this EA was that the age of a
solution was factored in by the fitness metric used for selection. The authors justified
this approach by claiming that favoring younger solutions should encourage more
diverse populations.

So far, only [66] and [74] have attempted to develop a EA-based NAS implemen-
tation with low computational requirements. The definition of low computational
requirements should be understood in relative terms, since each of the previously
mentioned EA-based NAS methods used a minimum search time of at least 17 GPU
days [7]. Both [66] and [74] use network morphism to generate high-quality CNN
architectures within one GPU day. Since network morphism allows the reuse of
weights in previously trained parent networks, training the derived networks requires
relatively few training epochs. Both methods initialized with a small population of
minimalistic architectures which were gradually grown by constructive mutations.

3.3 Performance Estimation Strategies
Regardless of the used search strategy, the performance of any proposed solution
must be evaluated or estimated. The most straightforward method to evaluate the
performance of a neural architecture is by fully training a network with the respective
architecture and measuring its accuracy on a validation set [7]. The validation
accuracy estimates the ability of the network to generalize on novel samples that have
not been used during the training process [36]. While this is in practice the most
accurate means to estimate solution performance, it is also computationally the most
expensive method, since training even a single network may be costly [7]. Various
NAS methods have proposed different approaches to estimate solution performance
with significantly lower computational requirements.

One means to reduce the cost of full training is the use of proxy metrics in place of
the actual validation error. Such metrics can be obtained by shortening the data set,
downscaling the network model, downscaling training data or reducing the number
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of training epochs [7]. For example, [60] used shortened training where a network
built using the suggested architecture would only be trained for 20 epochs, and the
final validation error was used as the performance estimate. A method for data
and model downscaling was used in [75], where the resolution of images and layer
dimensions were reduced in a computer vision model during training. The use of
proxy metrics is justified by the assumption that such approximations are accurate
enough to guaranteed high stability in the ranking of rival solutions [7]. However, [76]
has disputed the reliability of this assumption.

Another way to estimate solution performance involves the extrapolation of the
validation error curve [7]. In these approaches, networks are typically trained for a
few epochs, after which a prediction of model performance is made. One study used
a simple extrapolation scheme on initial training results to predict whether training
should be continued or terminated, in an effort to reduce computational costs [77].
Other studies also considered training hyperparameters when predicting the most
profitable models [78–80].

More exotic performance estimation strategies could involve the training of
surrogate models. One such approach used a surrogate network with a similar
architecture, containing a significantly lower number trainable parameters [81]. The
performance of larger networks was then estimated by extrapolating the performance
of the smaller surrogate networks when scaled to a larger size. The BANANAS
framework used a separate neural predictor to estimate the performance of an
architecture [63]. This neural predictor was periodically trained as part of the
BANANAS search strategy, and the original study suggested that this estimate is
accurate enough to guide the search search strategy towards an optimum in the
search space [63].
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4 Implementation
This chapter details the implementation of the genetic algorithm, genetic operators
including selection, mutation and crossover, the fitness function and the training and
validation process. The building blocks of ANN architectures and optimizers included
in the search space have been selected in deliberate accordance with the features
readily provided in the PyTorch machine learning framework [82]. This means that
each considered layer type, optimizer and activation function has a corresponding
class in the PyTorch API. All aspects of the this implementation, including the
entire EA and the ad hoc distributed computing protocol, were programmed using
the Python programming language.

4.1 Search Space
All candidate solutions in the population contain both the architectural configura-
tion of the ANN and its training hyperparameters. This thesis will only consider
chain-structured feed-forward ANNs, though further restrictions on the permitted
architectures should be introduced to prevent the networks from evolving towards
nonsensical architectures [59]. However, restrictions should not be too severe that
they would limit the flexibility of GA; the search space of the GA should be diverse
enough allow the evolution of a fitting model for a particular regression or multiclass
classification task that may or may not benefit from the use of convolutional layers.

The universal approximation theorem states that MLP networks are sufficient
to approximate any measurable function [4]. Despite this, it may be unfeasible to
adequately train MLPs with currently available optimization methods depending
on the complexity of the target function and the required accuracy. The theorem
states that merely adding more layers and neurons should be sufficient to achieve
satisfactory precision with optimal weights, however, extending the network increases
training complexity [83]. The computational demands also generally increase with
the addition of layers and neurons due to more complex calculations of the gradients
of the loss with respect to the weights of the network [23].

ANNs dedicated to computer vision are examples of networks that benefit from
the inclusion of purposeful network elements instead of being constructed as regular
MLPs [5]. Training an MLP to classify objects portrayed in images using a large
set of labels is often futile, especially if the objects are portrayed in a wide range of
positions along with arbitrary surroundings. Conversely, well-designed CNNs can
be trained to a high level of accuracy in the same task [5]. An explanation for the
difference in training results is the fact that an MLP would process the input features,
i.e. the pixel color values of images, without any inherent consideration of their
relative position within the image. The difficulty of a such task using an MLP would
be equivalent to classifying images whose pixels are identically reorganized in an
arbitrary order. Thus, the MLP would have to implicitly learn representations that
give more weight to specific pixels which correlate with the true label of the image.

Since the layers in a CNN perform calculations using a displaced kernel over regions
of neighboring pixels, they are able to leverage information about local shapes present
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Figure 11: Composition of an example network generated by the genetic algorithm.

in images, with consecutive convolutional layers learning hierarchically different levels
of representations [84]. Thus, a CNN is able to benefit from the relative organization
of pixels in the image unlike the MLP, which would require an infeasibly large number
of training samples to learn the equivalent representations. The difference in amount
of training needed is primarily attributed to the lack of prior knowledge about the
relative ordering of pixels required in the MLP approach.

As stated in Chapter 1, the primary goal of this thesis is to develop a GA that can
evolve an MLP or CNN for a given regression or multiclass classification problem. To
achieve this, the architectures in the search space will comprise of chain-structured
networks containing a dedicated CNN and MLP block. If a network candidate
includes a CNN block, this will be featured in the beginning of the network followed
by an MLP block at the latter portion of the network. This thesis will describe
solutions as CNN or MLP networks based on whether the CNN block is present or
not in the architecture.

Convolutional layers are useful only if the relative ordering of input features is
tied to meaningful representations in the form of local patterns and shapes across
adjacent inputs. Having a fully-connected layer precede a convolutional layer would
not only could change the representation dimensions, but also produce output signals
with no inherent order. Thus, a convolutional layer appended after a fully-connected
layer would most likely not learn any useful representations. For this reason, the
optional CNN block is defined in the search space to always precede the MLP block
in the architecture template.

The dimensions of the convolutional and max pooling layers will be either one-
or two-dimensional, depending on the shape of the input feature representation. If
features are represented as a feature vector, all layers in the CNN block will be
one-dimensional. If the features are represented as a feature matrix, the layers
will be two-dimensional instead. In the two-dimensional case, intermediate features
arriving at the MLP block will be always flattened to a feature vector, since the
fully-connected layers do not consider the relative ordering of inputs.

Figure 11 features a high-level illustration of an example architecture generated
by the GA. The hidden layers are divided into a CNN and MLP block, with the latter
containing any number of consecutive fully-connected layers with varying number
of neurons. Each layer in the MLP block is followed by an independent activation
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Figure 12: Conditional probabilities for determining the final action per mutation.

function. Although an MLP block is always included in a network, the preceding
CNN block is optional and is only created through a mutation operation. The CNN
block contains multiple instances of a convolutional layers followed by a max pooling
layer. Activation functions are placed between the convolutional and the pooling
layers. The example in Figure 11 contains a CNN block featuring two convolutional
layers and a MLP block consisting of two fully-connected layers.

4.2 Mutation
Once a mutation operation occurs, the existing ANN will be altered either by changing
the training parameters, by modifying the properties of existing layers in the network,
or by adding or removing layers. The type of mutation will be randomly selected
according to the conditional probability chart shown in Figure 12. The decision
process starts by selecting randomly one of the three action categories on the left-hand
side per the indicated probability. The process then continues by randomly selecting
a specific action for that category listed on the right-hand side with the respective
conditional probability.

It should be noted that some actions listed in Figure 12 can only be preformed
under specific conditions. For example, layers can only be merged if at least two
adjacent fully-connected layers exist in the current network. If the network has
an insufficient number of layers, the action is changed to a split operation instead.
Splitting can always be performed because at least one fully-connected layer is always
present in the MLP block.

All networks initialized in the first generation of the GA feature only a single
fully-connected layer containing one neuron. If the mutation algorithm opts to make
modifications to the CNN block when no such block currently exists in the network,
a new block is added to the beginning of the network with a random architecture.
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Figure 13: Probability density function of the log-normal distribution. (µ = −21/160
and σ = 1/4)

Dimensional restrictions imply an upper limit to the number of convolutional and
max pooling layers that may exist in the block, since the configuration of pooling
layers chosen for this implementation reduce the length of each input dimension. The
random architecture will feature 1–4 consecutive convolutional layers, provided that
the intermediate representation dimensions are valid. In addition to the restrictions
on dimensions, a valid CNN block must contain at least one convolutional layer.
Therefore, the mutation algorithm will choose the opposite action if adding or
removing convolutional layers is not possible with the current configuration.

4.2.1 Modification of Fully-Connected Layers

The most common class of mutations is the modification of existing fully-connected
layers. The algorithm first randomly selects a random hidden layer in the network
and proceeds to change the number of neurons or change the activation function
associated with the layer.

When the mutation type results in the change the number of neurons, a single
layer is randomly selected from the network. Let the current number of neurons in
the chosen layer be represented by the variable n. A random value x is drawn from a
log-normal distribution with parameters µ and σ. The parameters µ and σ represent
the expected value and standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the variable.
The new number of neurons, m, is derived by the equation:

m =
⌊︃
xn + 1

2

⌋︃
, x ∼ Lognormal(µ, σ2) (15)

Parameter values µ = −21/160 and σ = 1/4 were observed to work well with
the log-normal distribution, yielding factors close to the value of 1. The probability
density function of the log-normal distribution using these parameter values is shown
in Figure 13. These specific parameter values were chosen because the expected value
of the random variable x is approximately 0.905, which slightly favors destructive
changes in the number of neurons. The intention is to introduce a small bias towards
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decreasing rather than increasing the number of neurons, so that the complexity
of the architecture stabilizes if no improvement in the solution fitness is observed.
Since the expected value is only slightly less than 1, the mutation should nevertheless
allow the GA to increase the number of neuron with high likelihood if noticeable
improvements are measured. The precise expected value of the random variable
using the aforementioned parameters is [85]:

E[x] = exp
(︄

µ + σ2

2

)︄
= e−1/10 ≈ 0.905,

⎧⎨⎩µ = −21/160
σ = 1/4

(16)

If the new number of neurons, m, is equal to the original number of neurons or zero,
the process is simply repeated, ensuring that the mutation results in a valid change
in the number of neurons.

A mutation of the MLP block can also randomize the activation functions attached
to each fully-connected layer. When this type of mutation occurs, the activation of
each layer is randomized using a even distribution between the ReLU and sigmoid
functions. If the mutation results in the exact same initial configuration the process
repeated until a new configuration is generated.

4.2.2 Splitting Fully-Connected Layers

The mutation process may also opt to either merge or split layers, which is the only
mechanism by which mutations can alter the number of layers in the MLP block. If
the mutation to change the layer configuration, it first randomizes between a merge
or split procedure with equal probabilities. If a merging operation is selected, but
the number of existing layers in the network is equal to 1, the choice is changed to
a split procedure since a merge event requires at least two layers. When splitting
layers, a random layer is first selected from the existing MLP block. A new layer
is appended in the network right after the initially selected layer. The appended
network will use the same activation function as the preceding layer.

It may be desirable to implement both splitting and merging of layers so that
the complexity, i.e., number of trainable parameters in the network remains roughly
unchanged after the procedure. This way a change in the fitness of a network can
be more confidently attributed to the structural difference rather than a change in
the total number of neurons. This can be implemented by setting the number of
neurons in both the original and the newly appended layer to suitable value ys. Let
ncur represent the current number neurons in the layer, and nin and nout represent
the number of inputs and outputs of the layer respectively. If the selected layer
is the first hidden layer in the network, nin shall represent the number of network
inputs. Similarly, if the selected layer is the last hidden layer, nout shall represent
the number of network outputs. Otherwise, the number of inputs and outputs shall
be determined by the number of neurons in neighboring layers. The value of ys can
then be derived by:

ys =
⌊︃1

2

(︃√︂
4(nin + nout + 1)ncur + (nin + nout + 2)2 − nin − nout − 2

)︃
+ 1

2

⌋︃
(17)
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Figure 14: Splitting a hidden layer into two layers.

The equation above assumes that each weight in each neuron is accompanied by a
trainable bias term. Let us assume that a neural network consists solely of k fully
connected hidden layers, and let the number of neurons in the ith hidden layer be
ni. Let n0 and nk+1 represent the number of neurons in the input and output layers
respectively. Assuming again that each neuron has a trainable weight and bias, the
total number of trainable parameters, pd, is:

pd =
k∑︂

i=0
[(ni + 1) · ni+1] (18)

The left-hand side of Figure 14 illustrates a network with three inputs, three outputs
and a single hidden layer of five neurons. Substituting these values in Eq. 17 yields
the result ys = ⌊

√
51− 7

2⌋ = 3. This result is then used to split the hidden layer into
two fully connected layers, each containing three neurons as shown in the right hand
side. Let the number of trainable parameters before and after splitting be pa and pb

respectively. Using Eq. 18 we determine these values to be pa = 4 · 5 + 6 · 3 = 38 and
pb = 4 · 3 + 4 · 3 + 4 · 3 = 36, confirming that the split caused only a minor change in
the number of trainable parameters.

4.2.3 Merging Fully-Connected Layers

The implementation of layer merging follows similar principles as the splitting
procedure, however, merging requires that the MLP block contains at least two
layers. If this condition is not met the mutation will opt to split layers instead.
While splitting the implementation always results in a pair of layers with with an
identical number of neurons, merging can combine two layers with a differing number
of neurons.

As with splitting, an implementation concern is that the number of trainable
parameters remains approximately the same after the transformation. The merge
procedure starts by selecting a random layer from the network, excluding the last
layer. The selected layer will be merged with the immediately following layer, reducing
the number of layers in the network by one. These layers shall be referred to as
the primary and secondary layer, corresponding to their relative order within the
network. Let nin represent the number of inputs arriving at the primary layer, and
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nout represent the number of neurons in the layer following the secondary layer. The
number of neurons in the primary and secondary layer shall be denoted by na and
nb respectively. To find the suitable number of neurons ym for the new merged layer
we can use the following equation:

ym =
⌊︄

(nin + nb + 1)na + (nout + 1)nb

nin + nout + 1 + 1
2

⌋︄
(19)

Figure 15 demonstrates how two hidden layers in a network can be merged into one
hidden layer. The network in the left-hand side of the diagram features two inputs, five
outputs, and four and three neurons in the primary and secondary layer respectively.
Substituting these values to Eq. 19 yields ym = ⌊23

4 ⌋ = 5, suggesting that the merged
layer should contain five neurons. We can verify this result by calculating the number
of trainable parameters in the network before and after the merge, denoted by pa

and pb respectively. Using Eq. 18 gives values pa = 3 · 4 + 5 · 3 + 4 · 5 = 47 and
pb = 3 · 5 + 6 · 5 = 45, confirming that the merge caused only a minor change in the
number of trainable parameters.

4.2.4 Modification of Training Hyperparameters

When a mutation results in the change of training hyperparameters, the algorithm
further randomizes a decision between changing the optimizer algorithm, changing
the training batch size, or changing the learning rate. The choice of the optimizer
algorithm specifically refers to the choice between two different gradient descent
backpropagation optimizers algorithms, both of which feature a learning rate as an
adjustable hyperparameter [86]. The optimizer is selected randomly between the
Adam and RMSprop algorithms using an even probability.

The two optimizer alternatives were chosen since they are popular choices in
deep learning applications. However, there is no further rationale for these specific
choices; the purpose of their inclusion is to demonstrate that the GA is able to favor
either one if a particular optimizer empirically performs better in a particular task.
Both Adam and RMSprop include and adjustable learning rate, but this value along
with the batch size are not altered whenever the optimizer is changed. Different
algorithms that feature an adjustable learning rate do not necessarily share the same
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optimal values. Since there is no heuristic to predict how the learning rate should
be altered when the optimizer is changed, the value is left unchanged. The same
justification applies to the preservation of training batch size.

A mutation can result in the change of the learning rate. The learning rate is a
hyperparameter associated with both of the considered optimizer algorithms in this
implementation. When the learning rate is updated, a new random value is selected
from the range [ 1

10000 , 1]. Using U[a,b] to denote a continuous uniform distribution in
the range [a, b], the new random learning rate, η, can be expressed with the formula:

η = 10−q, q ∼ U[0,4] (20)

When the mutation changes the training batch size, a new size is selected using a
similar scheme as for the learning rate. The randomized batch size, B, is selected
from the range [100, 10000] using the formula:

B = 10−p, p ∼ U[2,4] (21)

4.2.5 Modification of Convolutional Layers

Mutations can add, remove or modify the CNN block at the beginning of the network.
The CNN block always contains a number of convolutional layers accompanied by
interleaved max pooling layers. Two-dimensional convolutional layers will feature
max pooling layers using 2×2 kernels, while one-dimensional layers will use a kernel
length of two. The pooling layers will always use a stride value of two in each
dimension. Since it is a common design choice to increase the number of channels with
each subsequent convolutional layer, this implementation will use an exponentially
increasing number of kernels at each convolutional layer [87]. The first layer will
contain two kernels, and each subsequent layer will multiply the number of kernels by
four. This effectively doubles the number of channels at each convolutional layer. The
size of kernels will be the same for all within the same convolutional layer, however,
the kernel size may differ between different layers.

Let there be k two-dimensional convolutional layers in a CNN block, and let ci

be the number of trainable weights for a single kernel in the ith convolutional layer.
Also, let nin represent the number of input features arriving at the CNN block, and
let nout represent the number of neurons in the first layer of the appended MLP block.
The combined number of trainable weights in the CNN block and the fully-connected
layer is:

(︃1
2

)︃2k

nin (nout + 1) +
k∑︂

i=1

(︂
22k−1 · ci

)︂
(22)

Equation 22 assumes the use of such padding parameters that preserves the length of
each dimension in each convolutional layer, and that the length of input dimensions is
divisible by 22k. If it is not divisible, then the value is an approximation. The number
of trainable parameters in the fully-connected layer is represented by the first term
in the equation, while the latter term is a consequence of each convolutional layer
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containing two kernels. For one-dimensional convolutional layers, the corresponding
number of combined trainable parameters is:

(︃1
2

)︃k

nin (nout + 1) +
k∑︂

i=1

(︂
22k−1 · ci

)︂
(23)

The difference in the exponent in Equation 23 is due to each one-dimensional max
pooling layer halving the number of features, while the two-dimensional counterpart
divides the number of features by four. This equation assumes the the length of
input dimensions is divisible by 2k. Otherwise, the result is an approximation. The
series of convolutional and max pooling layers will be characterized by sequential
increase in the number of channels and reduction of dimension lengths. Such CNN
architectures are popular among successful CNN applications [87].

The mutations in this implementation are designed so that the change in the
number of neurons in the MLP block is the principal means by which the complexity
of the network changes. All other mutation types are implemented so that the
number of trainable parameters changes at most by a small amount. As explained
earlier, the merging and splitting of layers in the MLP block deals with this issue by
adjusting the number of neurons using Eq. 19 and 17. Compensating for complexity
when adding or removing convolutional layers is more involved, since the net effect
of modifying the layer composition in the CNN block depends on the complexity of
the MLP block, whether one- or two-dimensional convolutional layers are used, and
the initial number of layers in the block.

Recall that the first convolutional layer in a CNN block has two output channels
and each subsequent convolutional layer doubles the number of output channels. The
only trainable parameters within a convolutional layer are the kernel weights and
bias. The number of parameters in a single convolutional layer can be determined
by multiplying the number of weights and bias in one kernel by the product of the
number of input and output channels. For example, assume that a two-dimensional
convolutional layer is is configured to process inputs with two channels. Provided
that the layer outputs four channels and that the kernel shape is 5×5, the number of
trainable parameters in the layer is (5 · 5 + 1)(2 · 4) = 208.

It is worth noting that the input dimensions of a convolutional layer does not
affect the number of trainable parameters it contains. The input shape does however
influence the output dimensions of the CNN block, hence also the length of the
flattened feature vector which is forwarded to the MLP block. Table 2 demonstrates
how the number of layers in a CNN block affects the output dimensions of the features
passed to the subsequent MLP block and the total number of trainable parameters
in the CNN block. The example in the table assumes an input of dimensions 64×64
featuring one channel, and that each convolutional layer is two-dimensional. Each
convolutional layer is also immediately followed by an activation function and a max
pooling layer that reduces dimensions as described in Chapter 2.

The first row in Table 2 corresponds to a network without a CNN where the
features are just flattened before being passed to the MLP block. The second column,
which describes the length of the feature vector passed to the MLP, shows that the
net effect of two-dimensional convolutional and max pooling layers approximately
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Table 2: The impact of the number of two-dimensional convolutional layers on
network complexity and the output dimensions of the CNN block.

Layers Output dims. Flattened length No. of params.
0 64×64×1 4096 0
1 32×32×2 2048 52
2 16×16×4 1024 260
3 8×8×8 512 1092
4 4×4×16 256 2340

halves the number of features. If the input and layers were one-dimensional the
number of output features would approximately remain constant. Since the length
of intermediate feature dimensions can be odd, the max pooling layer might not
perform the division of dimension lengths evenly.

The key takeaway in the results presented in Table 2 is that adding more two-
dimensional convolutional layers decreases of the number of features passed to the
MLP block, thus the number of trainable parameters in the fully-connected layers is
reduced. However, the number of weights in the CNN rapidly grows when adding
layers. Therefore, calculating the net effect on complexity upon modifying the
configuration of layers in the CNN block depends on the input dimensions and the
architecture of the MLP block.

This implementation uses a simple approach to compensate for network complexity
changes due to CNN block mutations. Before modifying the CNN block, variable
a is assigned the initial number of parameters in the input network. A CNN block
mutation is then processed as normal and if the mutation results in the change of
the number of layers, variable b is set to the new number trainable parameters in the
network. If a is smaller than b, a single neuron is removed from a randomly selected
layer in the MLP block containing more than one neuron. Variable b is then set to
the new number of parameters in the network, and if the inequality still true then
the elimination of neurons is repeated until the inequality is no longer satisfied. If
at any point the MLP does not contain any layers with more than one neuron, the
algorithm will cease to process further iterations. The resulting network is accepted
as the final architecture produced by the mutation.

If the initial CNN mutation caused the number of parameters to decrease, i.e., a
is greater than b, the algorithm compensates with the opposite approach. A random
layer in the MLP is selected and the number of neurons in incremented by one. This
step is repeated until the inequality is no longer true. Since layers can have an
unlimited number of neurons this condition is guaranteed to be eventually satisfied.
Thus, whenever the MLP block contains a sufficient amount neurons, a CNN block
mutation will generally maintain the number of parameters in the network. If the
MLP block contains relatively few neurons, as is the case in the initial stages of the
GA, there might not be enough existing neurons to compensate and the mutation
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Table 3: Example crossover of hyperparameters.

Parent 1 Parent 2 Crossover
Optimizer Adam RMSprop RMSprop
Learning rate 0.01 0.002 0.01
Batch size 1024 256 256

might result the number of parameters to increase substantially.
For two-dimensional data, each kernel in a CNN block will have either 10 or 26

trainable parameters including a bias, depending on whether a 3×3 or 5×5 kernel is
used respectively. One-dimensional convolutional layers kernels will have a length of
3 or 5 with 4 or 6 trainable parameters respectively. These are the only kernel sizes
used by convolutional layers in this implementation. While each convolutional layers
will be accompanied by max pooling layers for each output channel, the pooling
layers themselves do not contain any trainable or evolvable parameters. Whenever
a convolutional layer is added to the network, the kernel size is selected randomly
from the aforementioned size options.

The activation function attached to convolutional layers can also be modified
through a mutation. The randomization scheme follows the same principle as used
with the MLP block, which is to randomly assign either a ReLU or sigmoid activation
function to each layer using an even distribution. The process is repeated until the
new combination deviates from the initial configuration.

4.3 Crossover
The crossover operation is implemented for chain-structured feed-forward networks
by combining segments of the CNN and MLP blocks along with the hyperparameters
of the two parent networks. The crossover of these three network components are
processed separately to produce a new network that comprises a novel combination
of properties from both parents.

4.3.1 Crossover of Training Hyperparameters

Both parent networks have training hyperparameters consisting of the choice of the
optimizer algorithm, the learning rate associated with the optimizer, and the training
batch size. For these three hyperparameters the crossover operation will simply
randomly pick the parent whose respective hyperparameter value will be carried
over to the resulting network. For a given pair of parent networks the crossover
may generate 23 = 6 different combinations of training hyperparameters. Table 3
shows an example crossover between two parent hyperparameters. The bolded values
indicate the randomly selected value carried over to the crossover output. Since
the number of unique hyperparameter combinations for a given pair of parents is
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relatively small, there is at least a 1/4 probability that the crossover output will
inherit the entire set of hyperparameters belonging to one of the parents.

4.3.2 Crossover of MLP block

All architectures at all stages contain a non-empty MLP block. The crossover
implementation in this thesis will select random segments from the MLP blocks of
both parents, and concatenate the sections to form a new MLP block for the output
network. Let a parent MLP block contain N layers represented by l1, . . . , lN . Using
U{a, b} to denote a discrete uniform distribution in the range [a, b], two index range
values are randomly picked from the discrete uniform distribution: i1, i2 ∼ U{1, N}.
These two values define the range of layer indices selected to be carried over in the
crossover operation. If the layer indices are equal, only the single layer with the
corresponding index value is selected.

The randomization procedure described above has statistical consequences that
may be worth noting. Since there are N layers in the parent MLP block the number
of unique ways to select a non-empty segment from the block is:

N∑︂
k=1

k = N(N + 1)
2 , N ∈ N+ (24)

Each possible segment consisting of only one layer within the block have a selection
probability of 1/N2. Every possible segment containing more than one layer, provided
that the block contains more than one layer, has a selection probability of 2/N2. The
number of unique segments containing L layers that can be selected from a block
containing N layers is N − L + 1. Thus, the expected length of a randomly selected
segment is:

1
N

+ 2
N2

N∑︂
k=2

k(N − k + 1) = (N − 1)(N + 4) + 3
3N

(25)

The expected length of the randomly selected segment affects whether the crossover
operation is likely to increase or decrease the size of the output network in proportion
to the size of the parent networks. To calculate the ratio of the expected length of
the segment to the number of layers in the parent MLP block, the expected value
of the segment length expressed in Eq. 25 shall be divided by N . The discrete plot
of the ratio with increasing values of N is shown in Figure 16. As can be observed
from the plot, the ratio is above 0.5 when 1 ≥ N ≥ 5 but less than 0.5 with greater
values of N . The limit of the ratio as N approaches infinity is:

lim
N→∞

(N − 1)(N + 4) + 3
3N2 = 1

3 (26)

Figure 16 and Eq. 26 suggests that the crossover operation is in average more likely
to increase the number of layers in the MLP block through the crossover when the
parent MLP blocks have less than five layers each. Conversely, it is more likely to
reduce the number of layers when both of the parent MLP blocks feature more than
five layers.
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Figure 16: Ratio of the expected segment length to the number of layers in the input
block.

While the randomized selection of layers disregards the distribution of neurons
within the parent MLP block, it can be assumed that a bias towards reducing
layers correlates with a reduction of neurons. Thus, with regards to the MLP block,
the crossover is a slightly destructive operation that reduces the complexity of the
resulting network, provided that at least five layers are present in each parent MLP
block. Conversely, when fewer layers are present the crossover is expected to increase
the size of the block, however the impact should be only subtle. It should be noted
that the threshold value of N = 5 in relation the expected change in complexity of
the output is merely a direct consequence of the applied selection algorithm without
any deliberate adjustments to the probability distribution of different number of
layers.

After a random segment has been selected from both parent MLP blocks, they
are finally concatenated to form a new MLP block for the output network. The
order of concatenation is random, i.e., segment A can be followed by segment B or
vice versa. However, the internal order of layers in each segment is preserved. Both
segments will keep the same number of neurons in each fully-connected layer along
with the same set of activation functions. Figure 17 demonstrates how a new MLP
block could be constructed through a crossover of two parents networks. The random
segment of layers selected from each parent and their respective placement in the
output network are identified by color.

4.3.3 Crossover of CNN block

The crossover of the CNN block uses a similar approach as the MLP block crossover,
where the segments in the CNN blocks of parent networks are used to generate the
CNN block in the output network. A major difference between the CNN and MLP
block crossovers is that the CNN block is only optionally included in the architecture
unlike the MLP block. Furthermore, the CNN block is likely to be absent in most
networks in the early generations of the GA, since networks are initialized without
the CNN block. Additionally, the GA is expected the disfavor networks featuring a
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Figure 17: Crossover of MLP blocks.

CNN block in the selection process when the learning problem does not inherently
benefit from representations via convolutional layers.

As previously explained in the definition of the implemented search space, a CNN
block features at least one convolutional layer connected to an activation function
followed by a max pooling layer. The sequence of these three components may be
repeated a number of times with certain fixed parameters such as padding and stride
values along with variable parameters such as kernel sizes and activation functions
for convolutional layers.

The new CNN block generated for the output network will be constructed by
selecting random segments from the parent CNN blocks. While the crossover for
MLP blocks treated each individual fully-connected layer combined with an activation
functions as the elementary units for segmentation, the crossover for CNN blocks
will treat each instance of convolutional layer as the division point for segmentation.
Thus, the example network shown in Figure 11 would be interpreted to contain a
CNN block with a length of two.

The random segment selection is implemented using the exact same selection
algorithm described for MLP blocks. Therefore, the implications regarding the
expected length of the random segments apply similarly. After selecting two random
segments from each parent CNN block, both are concatenated in random order to form
the new CNN block. Since there is an implicit maximum number of convolutional
layers that may be included in the CNN block, the block is trimmed if the limit is
exceeded. In such scenarios, a number of layers is removed from the block from a
randomly selected end of the block, i.e., layers are deleted either from the head or
tail of the block. Layers will be removed until the output dimensions of the CNN
block is valid.
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Figure 18: Crossover of CNN blocks.

4.4 Training, Validation and Testing
A deep learning model usually requires a large data set of samples for the purpose
of training, validation and testing [36]. These data sets are called the training,
validation and test set respectively [36]. Training of the network is accomplished by
making predictions using the training set, calculating the gradients of the weights
with respect to the measured loss, and adjusting the weights of the network per the
optimizer algorithm [36].

The performance of the network will be tested on a validation set, to measure how
the network performs on novel data points excluded during training [36]. Since the
end goal of nearly all machine learning applications is to make accurate predictions on
new data points, the validation error is a useful measure of generalized performance
of the model. This validation error will be measured periodically after processing
multiple batches of training samples. Once the performance of the network fails to
meaningfully improve on the validation set, the stopping criterion will terminate the
training process.

The training loss must be differentiable to allow the use of gradient descent
backpropagation optimizer algorithms [37]. Additionally, the output of loss functions
should scale similarly upon changing the batch size to avoid adjustments in optimizer
parameters; for this reason mean-reduced loss metrics are used. Training and
validation should use identical loss functions to identify when the model begins to
overfit on a finite data set. As stated in Chapter 2, this implementation will use the
MSE as the training and validation loss for regression problems. The mean-reduced
cross entropy loss will be used for multiclass classification tasks.

SGD-based optimizer algorithms process mini-batches of training samples at a
time, meaning that the gradients of each trainable parameter are calculated with
respect to the measured loss across all samples in the training batch [88]. The batch
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size, i.e., the number of samples in each batch, is a training hyperparameter which
significantly affects the stability of convergence of the training process [89]. It is for
this reason that the batch size is a selected hyperparameter subjected for evolution
by the GA.

Experiments in this thesis that employ a finite dataset of samples will make use of
all samples in a predefined validation set to evaluate the validation error. Tasks that
have an unlimited supply of samples, e.g., test cases that approximated predefined
target functions, will instead use a predefined number of randomly generated samples
to calculate the validation error.

Once the gradients are calculated for a particular batch, the used optimizer
algorithm adjusts the trainable parameters in an attempt to reduce the loss associated
with the samples in the batch. The used optimizer and its parameters dictate the
degree to which trainable parameters are adjusted. After modifying the weights and
bias for each neuron and kernel in the network, a new batch is generated from the
training set and processed in similar fashion.

4.5 Epoch Size
In many machine learning problems only a finite amount of samples are available
in the training set and the training process may involve multiple traversals of the
entire training set. In such problems, a single full traversal of all training samples is
called an epoch [90]. Since each sample is used exactly one time during an epoch
and the batch size is variable depending on the training parameters of the network,
the number of batches per epoch, Nb, can be calculated from the size of the training
set, St, and batch size, Sb, with:

Nb =
⌈︃

St

Sb

⌉︃
(27)

If the size of training set is not divisible by the batch size, a smaller final batch will
be formed from the remaining unused samples in the epoch.

In other problems, an infinite amount of training samples is available. This may
apply when the target function is known and defined, and the samples are generated
directly from the target function outputs using random inputs. This is the case for
all but one of the experiments conducted in this thesis. Although real-world machine
learning problems generally involve an unknown target function that is approximated
with trained models, using predefined functions as targets is suitable for the study
of approximation capabilities of machine learning models. If an infinite supply of
samples are available, an epoch can be defined as an arbitrary number of samples
used for training. This number can be defined independently for each individual
experiment. The significance of the epoch definition in such scenarios is merely to
follow the progress of training by calculating the validation error after each epoch as
checkpoint intervals for the stopping criterion.

The epoch size used in experiments with unlimited samples is not an evolvable
parameter in this thesis, since its impact to the fitness of solutions is assumed to be
negligible compared with other evolved parameters. However, using varying epoch
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sizes could affect the timing when the stopping criterion for training is reached; once
a model ceases to increase its accuracy with more training, a training scheme using
a smaller epoch size would detect the stopping condition earlier.

Conversely, using a too small value for the epoch size could lead to a premature
triggering of the stopping condition. This may happen when the number of training
samples between epochs is so small that the weights of the network do not change
significantly between epochs, keeping the accuracy of the network relatively unchanged.
This situation is more likely to occur when the optimizer is configured with a small
learning rate. When measuring the change in accuracy of the network after a small
epoch interval, variance inherent to the the validation error measurement may become
more dominant in proportion to a possible improvement in network performance.
Thus, the measured validation error may randomly increase during consecutive
epochs, prematurely triggering the stopping criterion despite potential improvement
being achievable through further training.

4.6 Stopping Criterion for Network Training
The stopping criterion used in this thesis for network training involves measuring the
validation error after each epoch. In the case of problems with a finite number of
samples, the validation error is measured using a validation set of samples separated
from the training set. The samples included in the validation set are never used to
adjust the trainable parameters of the network via the optimizer algorithm, but are
instead used to periodically track the predictive accuracy of the network between
epochs. Since these samples are never used to adjust the weights of the network, they
reflect how the network is able to generalize its predictions with novel data points.
An overfitted network typically makes accurate predictions on training sample, but
has a high error rate on novel data points [91].

A worker, which in this implementation is a machine dedicated train an individual
ANN according to its training configuration in a distributed computing scheme, will
keep a log of the measured validation error after each epoch. Let the sequence of k
recorded validation errors be denoted by v, where vk is the validation error of the
kth epoch and |v| is the length of the sequence, i.e., the number of recorded values.
The function Φ will be used to calculate the sum of z most recent validation errors
at the nth epoch:

Φ(n, z) =
n−1∑︂

i=n−z

vi+1, |v| ≥ sup{n, z} (28)

The stopping criterion will end the training process at the nth epoch, if the following
stopping condition is true:

Φ(n, z) < Φ(n− δ, z), |v| ≥ sup{n, δ + z} (29)

The parameter δ is an offset value corresponding to the distance to the prior range
of epochs whose average will be used for the comparison. The constraint for |v| in
Eq. 29 means that the stopping condition can only be evaluated after δ + z epochs,
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Figure 19: Visualization of validation errors compared by the stopping criterion at
the 10th epoch (n = 10, δ = 5, z = 3).

Figure 20: Validation loss measured during training of an ANN.

setting an implicit minimum number of training epochs regardless of reduction in
validation error. The stopping condition can be interpreted as checking the average
error measured during the last z epochs, and comparing this result with the average
calculated δ epochs prior.

Although the validation error is expected to decrease during training, variance in
the measured validation error becomes more dominant in proportion to the long-term
improvement in performance. Therefore, the stopping criterion should be designed
to be robust against erratic fluctuation towards the end of training, and only end
the training loop once the performance of the network fails to improve across several
epochs. The fluctuations in validation error are smoothed out by considering the
average of z epochs. Figure 19 visualizes the recorded validation errors used for the
stopping criterion at epoch 10, using parameters z = 3 and δ = 5.

All experiments in this thesis will use a stopping criterion with parameters z = 3
and δ = 5. Figure 20 shows the validation loss of a neural network measured
over 30 epochs with each epoch comprising of 2 million training samples using the
aforementioned parameters for the stopping criterion. The stopping criterion triggered
at the 30th epoch where the measured validation loss was approximately 0.017. The
graph demonstrates a relatively stable improvement of the validation loss until the
24th epoch after which the fluctuation in validation error was becoming proportionally
more pronounced compared to improvements in the MSE. The stopping criterion
triggered as intended since no clear improvement was measured during the last six
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epochs.
For comparison, a separate training trial that was programmed to last exactly

100 epochs achieved a minimum validation loss of 0.0215 at the 79th epoch with
the same model as was used for Figure 20. Thus, the stopping criterion used in
the previous trial worked as intended by identifying when the validation error was
approaching its lowest value. Note that the lowest validation error obtained in the
latter trial is greater then the value obtained in the trial using the proper stopping
criterion, which is merely explained by the variance in the training procedure as a
whole.

A common, albeit simplistic method called early stopping would halt the training
process as soon as the validation loss would increase from the previously measured
value [92]. The weights used during the previous measurement instance could then
be used in the final network. In the example shown in Figure 20 this approach
would not be suitable since early stopping would prematurely cease the training
process at the 11th epoch when potential gains in performance are still remaining.
Hence, the stopping criterion developed for this thesis should suffice as a justified
compromise between the naive early stopping approach and training the network for
a fixed number of epochs.

4.7 Fitness Function
After training an neural network its fitness shall be evaluated to enable comparisons
with other candidates within the same population. In this implementation the
practical measure of fitness of a solution is the validation loss calculated at the end
of its training. Since the convention is that a higher fitness should correspond to a
more favorable solution, the negative of the loss can be used as the fitness measure.
Thus, the fitness of a regression model would be the negative of the MSE on the
validation set while the fitness of a multiclass classifier would be the negative of its
cross entropy loss on the validation set.

Although the fitness should use the aforementioned convention of taking the
negative of a particular validation loss, the GA can be internally programmed
without an explicit fitness function and use the validation error directly. The selection
operation is simply performed by selecting solutions whose validation errors are lowest
among the population. Chapter 5, which details the experiments conducted in this
thesis, will use visualizations of the validation loss to analyze the improvement of
solutions.

An argument can be made for the case of factoring in the complexity of the
solution, i.e., the number of neurons included in the network, into the fitness function.
For example, two separately trained regression models, A and B, could have respective
validation errors of 0.011 and 0.015 on a given validation set. A and B would score
fitness values of -0.011 and -0.013 respectively, leading to A ranking as the better
model. However, the number of neurons in A and B could be 1024 and 64 respectively,
indicating a large difference in the level of complexity between the two proposed
models. Since this amount to a negligible difference in the error rate with respect to
the problem context, one could argue that network B should be favored due to its
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smaller size. Smaller networks are preferred since they are less likely to overfit to
data, and thus generalize better, and are faster to train since the computation of
gradients in the backpropagation algorithm is faster [19]. Compact networks also
require less memory and computations to produce outputs from inputs [19].

In this thesis the fitness function does not explicitly factor in the complexity of
the model, because the implementation of mutations are designed to slightly favor
destructive modifications to existing solutions, i.e, mutations are more likely to
reduce the complexity of networks. Due to this built-in bias, the GA should increase
the average complexity of its population only when a clear improvement in average
fitness is observed, and constrict it otherwise.

4.8 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms are optimization methods which modify solution candidates via
GOs in cycles called generations [8]. Being a subset of evolutionary algorithms,
GAs make use of a population that models an evolving pool of solutions [8]. The
GA developed for this thesis initializes by creating a population of 12 primitive
ANNs. The population size is kept constant during each generation by refilling the
population with new candidates after each selection phase. Each initial network is
architecturally identical, consisting of a single fully-connected layer of one neuron.
However, the training hyperparameters are independent for each network, and they
initialize with random values in accordance to the same randomization principles
defined for mutations. Additionally, the activation function for the initial layer of
each network is selected at random. After initialization, the algorithm continues
with the standard sequence of steps for the first generation which are repeated in all
subsequent generations.

Processing of a generation starts with training all of the networks in the population.
The training of single ANNs is alone a computationally expensive of operation, and
training a population of complex networks increases the workload even further [83].
Some training schemes can be executed in a distributed manner, reducing the
computation time if multiple processing units are available [93]. However, not all
machine learning task can be scaled to distributed approaches in a straightforward
manner, and successful implementation of distributed training for a single network
involves careful consideration of training algorithm adjustments, overhead associated
with the sharing of gradients, and how training data is distributed between multiple
workers [93].

The GA described in this thesis can be distributed with minimal effort, since
each independent network in a given population can be trained independently. A
master node handling the overall GA may distribute the training of an individual
ANN to a dedicated worker node by sending the architectural representation and
training parameters to the worker. The worker then proceeds to train the network
independently until the common stopping criterion for training is reached. The
worker then sends the last measured validation loss of the solution back to the master
node.

Since the the weights are always reset before training, weights do not need to
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Elite B
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Mutation (A)
Mutation (A)

Mutation (B)
Mutation (B)

Mutation (C)
Mutation (C)

Crossover (A,B)

Crossover (A,C)

Crossover (B,C)

Figure 21: Composition of a refilled population.

be transferred between the master and worker. Considering that the measured
validation error, architecture representation, and training hyperparameters are the
only information passed between the master and the worker, the overhead is negligible
in relation to the training process itself. Therefore, the nodes do not need to be
in close proximity with each other. The nodes in principle do not have to share
similar levels of computational power, however, the slowest trained network in the
population will be the effective bottleneck, preventing the GA from proceeding to
the next generation before completion.

Once all ANNs are trained and respective fitness scores are measured, the best
performing networks are preserved using an elitist selection approach. The selection
operation selects the three networks that produced the highest fitness scores, and
all other networks are discarded from the population. Elitist selection preserves the
selected solutions as they are, however, their weights and bias terms are reset before
training during the next generation. This is approach is justified by the fact that
the optimal network architecture and training parameters are the actual targets for
optimization by the GA, and the training result is merely used as the performance
estimation strategy.

Since the training algorithm of neural networks is nondeterministic, due to
initialization of random weights and shuffling of samples, identical networks trained
in separate instances will necessarily produce different fitness scores [94]. This is
especially noticeable when the training process completely fails to converge the
solution towards any local optimum, which may happen due to an unfavorable
initialization of random weights [95]. Such a mischance could cause an otherwise well-
suited architecture to be left out in the selection process, however, due to the nature
of the implemented GA it is likely that similar networks remain in the population.

After the selection process has discarded all but three elite solutions, the remaining
nine vacancies are refilled to grow the population back to 12 before the start of the
next generation. This is accomplished by generating mutations and crossovers from
the three selected elite candidates. Two independent mutations are created from
each elite solution. The remaining three networks are generated by crossovers with
all three possible permutations of elite candidate pairs. This approach guarantees
that each of the three elite networks have an equal influence in the diversity of the
new population. The resulting composition of the newly refilled population and the
relationship between its members is shown in Figure 21, where the letters within the
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parentheses identify the elite parents of each mutation and crossover.
After the population has been grown back to its full size, all trainable parameters

of each network are reset to random values, marking the start of a new generation.
Previous elite solutions no longer have special significance in the current population,
thus their previous fitness scores shall be ignored and re-evaluated in standard fashion
after retraining the networks.

When rival models in the population begin to approach the highest attainable
fitness value in later generations, differences in fitness are likely to be the result of
variance in the validation error rather than architectural differences between the
solutions. At this point, the tendency of mutations to reduce trainable parameters
and the preference to upkeep a high fitness value with an adequate number of neurons
should reach a state of equilibrium. Therefore, it is expected that the complexity
of the models will grow during the evolutionary process as long as performance
improvement is observed. Once best performance is attained, network architectures
should cease to grow.

During the evolutionary process, networks in the population may reach a point
where the average fitness does not improve merely by increasing the number of
neurons in the network. In such a state stagnation, modification of the solution by
other means might be required before further improvements can be made with the
addition of neurons. Such modifications could be the change of layer configuration
or hyperparameters, which would occur spontaneously through a random mutation.
For this reason, the average fitness of the population might reach a temporary
state where the fitness does not improve for several generations. However, after a
favorable mutation that generates an appropriate structural change the population
potentially can proceed with the gradual growth of its networks. The occurrence of
such temporary stagnation points will be investigated in Chapter 5.
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5 Experiments
This chapter will describe all the experiments conducted to evaluate the performance
of the genetic algorithm implemented in this thesis. Most experiments will use
predefined target functions to generate an unlimited supply of training and validation
samples. One experiment will use a publicly available database to demonstrate the
applicability of the GA on real-world data. The models evolved and trained for the
experiments will either be 1) regression models that output a real value for multidi-
mensional inputs or 2) classifiers which assign a single class to a multidimensional
input.

Each individual experiment will be described in detail and accompanied with
visualizations of the target function landscape, or example input images in the case
of the image database. Synthetic target functions along with their variations will
be defined, and details regarding the format and origin of the used data set will
be provided. The motivation for including a particular experiment will be briefly
explained, and expectations about each trial will be made in advance for comparisons
with observed results. When possible, a manually searched solution that is observed
to perform well in the given task is presented to establish further expectations about
the minimum complexity required for a working model. Special attention will be given
to the tendency of the GA to arrive at similar, better or inferior models compared to
those found by manual searching.

During execution of the GA, architectures of each included solution and their
associated performance measurements are locally logged by the master node at the
end of each generation. Raw data will be processed by visualizing the change in mean
validation error and complexity of the models across all generations. Any noteworthy
developments regarding the aforementioned metrics will be compared with observed
changes in network architecture or hyperparameters, and the trends of dominant
architectures will be described. If found, an example of a ideal solution generated by
the GA will be presented.

Results in this chapter will be limited to direct observations of overall trends during
evolution, including favored network architectures at different stages of evolution, and
possible explanations of abrupt changes in model complexity or performance. A more
subjective assessment of the GA performance and potential areas of improvement
will be presented in Chapter 6.

5.1 Combined Sine Functions
The purpose of this experiment is to observe how the GA finds a solution that
approximates a smooth yet moderately oscillating function confined to a small domain.
This series of experiments will also investigate how the increase in the dimensionality
of the target function will escalate the difficulty of finding an adequately performing
solution, while also increasing the complexity of candidate solutions generated by
the GA.
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Figure 22: Target function in two-dimensional space (n = 2).

5.1.1 Target Function

This experiment is a regression problem which takes n real-valued input features,
x1 . . . xn, whose values are in the range [−5, 5]. The target function is a continuous
function with a single real-valued output that is the sum of the sine of the first
feature, x1, and the sine of the product of all input features. Hence, the function
outputs values in the range [−2, 2] regardless of the number of inputs.

fn(x) = sin (x1) + sin
(︄

n∏︂
i=1

xn

)︄
,

⎧⎨⎩n ∈ N+

x1, . . . , xn ∈ [−5, 5]
(30)

Due to the oscillating shape of the sine function, the target function results in a
highly rippled landscape consisting of rapidly changing gradients. Figure 22 depicts
the function in two dimensions. Target functions with such dense irregularities may
pose difficulties for machine learning models. While an ANN might contain an
adequate number of layers and neurons to theoretically allow sufficiently accurate
approximations, the optimizer algorithms may struggle to converge towards an
efficient set of weights. Therefore, it would be reasonable to restrict initial trials to a
low number of dimensions to verify the basic operation of the GA.

Small values of n in this target function correspond simpler mappings in a lower
number of dimensions, which are presumed to be easier to approximate through
training. The first experiment will consider simplest case when n = 1, which simplifies
the function in Eq. 30 to f1(x) = 2 sin x1. The algorithm will also be tested when
n = 2, which corresponds to the plot shown in Figure 22, and when n = 4 and n = 8.

5.1.2 Data Sets and Preprocessing

All input features will be standardized before being processed to improve training
efficiency. The effects of feature normalization and standardization depends on
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the nature of the particular machine learning problem, however, it is likely to
either improve or have no effect on the properties of training [96]. Therefore, either
preprocessing method will be used in all experiments conducted in this thesis whenever
applicable.

Since an unlimited number of training and validation samples can be obtained
by passing randomly generated input features to the function defined in Eq. 30, the
length of an epoch will be arbitrarily defined as 200,000 processed samples. The
batch size used by each candidate ANN in a given population may vary as described
by Eq. 21, however, the validation set used at the end of each epoch will consist of
10,000 samples.

Input features will be generated randomly with each input feature being a random
value from the uniform probability distribution U[−5,5]. The mean of each feature, µ,
is zero and the standard deviation, σ, is derived as follows:

σ =
√︄∫︁ 5

0 x2dx

5 =
√︄

125
15 ≈ 2.887 (31)

Standardization with these input features thus is accomplished merely by diving each
input feature by σ ≈ 2.887 [97]. This standardization procedure will be replicated in
each subsequent experiment that employs the same input feature generator.

5.1.3 Expectations

To evaluate whether the GA successfully finds useful solutions for approximating the
target function, generated solutions should be compared with known well-performing
architectures and hyperparameters. Such solutions can be discovered by training
and testing networks of varying complexity in a process of trial and error. Those
networks that perform with a low validation loss while containing a minimal amount
of trainable parameters should serve as satisfactory benchmarks. The structure,
complexity and performance of the solutions given by the EA can then be compared
with those obtained by the manual search.

Since f1 corresponds to a simple sine function along a short interval, a network
consisting of only a few neurons should suffice to approximate the target function
accurately. Using a default learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 1024, a simple
MLP containing one hidden layer with five neurons was observed perform with a
smaller than 0.001 MSE on a validation set of 10,000 samples after training for
122 epochs. This network contained only 16 trainable parameters. Equivalent
performance is achieved with two hidden layers where each contains three neurons,
corresponding to a total of 22 trainable parameters.

As seen in Figure 22, the leap from one to two dimensions drastically increases the
apparent complexity of the function. An MLP network containing only a single hidden
layer demonstrated difficulties reaching a validation loss below 0.4; the training error
would stall at this value for many epochs before further reductions were achieved.
Training of such MLPs with the number of neurons in the hidden layer increasing
from 1 to 1024 resulted in an approximate final validation loss reduction from 0.88
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to 0.23. A hidden layer containing 1024 neurons would correspond to a network with
4097 trainable parameters.

However, incrementing the number of hidden layers to two provides significantly
better performing networks in the two-dimensional case. An MLP with only 151
trainable parameters consisting of a single pair of fully-connected layers with 10
neurons each already matches the performance of the best performing single-layered
MLPs that were tested. Using a pair of fully-connected layers with 30 neurons
each produces networks with validation errors below 0.01, however, training became
noticeably slower and more unpredictable. Increasing the number of hidden layers
to three resulted in similar performance as with two layers, but using four layers
occasionally would give solutions decreasing the validation loss below 0.001. Learning
in the latter case was relatively slow with all tested hyperparameter values. The
speed of error convergence in all architectures was observed to be sensitive to the
selected learning rate.

Visualization of the target function at 4 and 8 dimensions is not feasible, however,
these are presumed to have even more complex landscapes than the two-dimensional
case. Since the function includes the term sin(x1 · . . . ·xn), the oscillatory shape of the
function intensifies at larger distances from the origin. This effect is further escalated
by increasing the number of dimensions. Manual searching of MLPs with varying
numbers of neurons and layers did not reveal any solutions that would consistently
reduce the validation loss below 0.48. Such performance can be reached with a
network only containing a single hidden layer of three neurons, suggesting that the
complexity of the target function causes the model to severely underfit the training
data.

5.1.4 Results

The GA was programmed to process a maximum of 200 generations. Figure 23
includes plots of the mean validation loss of the three best performing networks
during of generation. The four plots correspond to the the target function taking
1, 2, 4 or 8 inputs features. The respective plots showing the mean number of
trainable parameters in the top three performing networks per generation are shown
in Figure 24.

The GA was able to find very quickly a satisfactory solution when n = 1. Figure 23
shows that top three networks in generation 4 had an average validation loss of
0.023. The best network in this generation consisted of single fully-connected layer
containing three neurons as the sole hidden layer followed by a sigmoid activation
function. This network performed with a validation loss of 0.0014, and fulfills the
desired qualities of having a minimal number of neurons and performing with a low
validation loss. Generation 7 included networks that performed with validation losses
below 0.001, consisting of one fully-connected layer including only four neurons. The
GA most likely produced better networks with a marginally lower number of neurons
due to a better choice of hyperparameters compared to the ones used in the manual
search. The most successful networks in generation 7 used the Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 0.016 and a batch size between 600–750.
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Figure 23: Mean of the final validation loss of the top three networks per generation.

Figure 24: Mean of the number of trainable parameters in the top three networks
per generation.

The GA spent significantly more generations to produce good solutions for the
two-dimensional target function. Figures 23 and 24 show two major developments
at generations 55 and 135. After generation 135 the validation losses for the top
performing networks remained consistently below 0.01. Before generation 55 the GA
favored a small MLPs with one hidden layer containing 8–10 neurons. In several
generations preceding generation 55 the GA had mutated these networks using the
split operation, resulting in two hidden layers with three neurons each. However, these
networks only resulted at best equal performance with their single-layer counterparts,
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and were not particularly favored in further evolutions.
At generation 55 a crossover operation combined two networks to create an MLP

with two layers using a configuration of 7+4 neurons. This raised the complexity of
model to 58 trainable parameters, and four further generations later the architecture
of two hidden layers with approximately a total of 100 trainable parameters had
become the dominant solution type.

After 90 generations evolved models started to consistently perform at a validation
error below 0.1. Between generations 60–130 the favored model remained an MLP
with two hidden layers using sigmoid activation functions. During this period the
number of neurons in these layers gradually increased while the validation error
steadily decreased.

The second abrupt development occurred approximately at generation 135. At
this point the mean number of trainable parameters in the top networks leaped from
507 to 812, corresponding to an instant increase of 60%. The increase in complexity
was attributed to a sequence of a crossover in generation 134 that produced a three-
layered network with a high number of total neurons, followed by a mutation that
further increased the number of neurons in the same network.

At the same time, roughly between generations 133–135, the dominant network
architecture transitioned from two hidden layers to three hidden layers. The three-
layered structure remained the favored architecture until generation 171, when the
dominant architecture reverted back to the two-layered structure, albeit with a much
larger number of neurons. The most common type of network in generation 171
was an MLP with two hidden layers with each containing 36 neurons. From this
point until the termination of the GA at generation 200, the number of trainable
parameters and layers did not increase further. The mean validation error had begun
to fluctuate between 0.002–0.017, indicating that the GA was struggling to further
improve performance by increasing the complexity of the solutions.

The choice of activation function within the MLP was noteworthy. Even though
random mutations encourage the change of activation functions for each individual
layer in the network, both the one- and two-dimensional versions of the test clearly
favored the sigmoid activation function. In fact, during the entire evolution of the
two-dimensional models, MLPs which had their activation functions changed to ReLU
seldom performed with a validation error below 0.15. This was also the case when
the activation function of only one layer was changed to ReLU. While the theoretical
explanation for this bias is unclear, this outcome demonstrated that the GA was
nevertheless able to favor the option that empirically produced better performance.

The GA also demonstrated some preferences for hyperparameters. The most
notable observation was that immediately after starting the GA, the Adam optimizer
started to become the favored optimizer and remained so until the final generation.
Mutations allow the random switching of hyperparameters at all stages of the EA,
but all recorded attempts to switch to the RMSprop optimizer seldom produced
validation errors below 0.1. Considering all 16 instances after generation 100 where
mutations changed the optimizer to RMSprop, the mean of the final validation errors
was 0.273. Since these values were one to two orders of magnitude higher compared
to networks using Adam, these networks never survived to the next generation via
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(a) Learning rate trend (b) Batch size trend

Figure 25: Mean of hyperparameters of top three networks per generation using
two-dimensional inputs (n = 2).

selection.
Figure 25 shows the trends in the training batch size and optimizer learning rates

used by the best performing networks across all generations in the two-dimensional
test case. Figure 25a demonstrates a general decreasing trend of the learning rate
from the initial mean value of 0.29. The most common learning rate was 0.31 during
the first 38 generations after which the preferred value sharply drops and stabilizes
to the value of 0.14 at generation 50. The favored learning rate decreases two more
times; first to the value of 0.05 at generation 80 and finally to 0.018 after generation
140.

The changes in training batch size shown in Figure 25b indicate more chaotic
choices among the best performing networks in generations 1–96. However, eventually
this hyperparameter seemingly arrives at stable values during the latter half of the
evolution process. The period between generations 97–143 showed a gradual change
from a batch size of 676 to 559, while the final generations 159–200 showed a transition
from a batch size of 818 to 611.

The plots in Figure 25 show occasional spikes during the latter stages of evolution
when both hyperparameters have reached relatively stable values. This is an expected
effect when a model attempts to use a suboptimal hyperparameter that is less likely
to result in good performance after training. For example, the tall spike in the
learning rate at generation 173 shown in Figure 25a was caused by a mutation in the
previous generation resulting in a network using relatively high learning rate of 0.67,
putting the average of the top three to 0.23. In general, using such a larger learning
rate allows the optimizer to make larger updates to network weights at each training
iteration, speeding up the rate of convergence towards an optimum [98]. However,
using a too large learning rate might result in unstable convergence [98].

The network in generation 172 using a new learning rate of 0.67 converged to a
decent final validation error of 0.0063, making it the third best performing network
in the generation. Thus, the network was selected to the next generation where
it was subjected to two mutations and two crossovers, resulting in a total of five
networks using the same learning rate within the population. These five networks in
generation 173, which included a copy of the aforementioned network in generation
172, all performed with much higher validation error in the range of 0.702–1.07.

Presumably, the previous validation error of 0.0063 in generation 172 was an
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unlikely training outcome where the relatively high learning rate did not prevent the
optimizer from converging towards an optimum. Considering that similar networks
with the same training hyperparameters were unlikely to reproduce comparable
results, the five networks indeed performed poorly as expected in comparison with
other networks in the population that used significantly smaller learning rates. The
five networks thus were subsequently omitted from the next selection phase, and
the mean learning rate reverted back to its previous value. This sequence of events
explains the most of the spikes in the plot of the learning rate trend from generation
76 onwards.

A corresponding phenomenon also causes the spikes in the batch size plot in
Figure 25b. Similar to the effects of the learning rate, using an excessive large batch
size may prevent the optimizer from approaching a low validation error [99]. In such
scenarios a large batch size could occasionally lead to good network performance by
mere chance, although replicating such results would be too inconsistent in repeated
training attempts using the same hyperparameters.

The two experiments that tested the GA with 4- and 8-dimensional inputs failed
to produce networks with a meaningful final validation accuracy. This was not an
unexpected result since no adequately performing solutions were found given the
architecture and hyperparameter constraints of the implemented search space. The
lowest validation errors among the solutions that were manually searched and those
that were generated by the GA were similar at approximately 0.48 for both the 4-
and 8-dimensional test case.

Although the test with 4 and 8 dimensions did not fulfill the primary objective of
the evolutionary algorithm, which is to automatically generate useful combinations
of network architectures and training hyperparameters, it may be useful to observe
the behavior of the algorithm when no good solution is presumed to exist within
the search space. It is worth clarifying that although the considered search space
allows arbitrarily large MLP networks, which implies that any measurable mapping
can be theoretically approximated to an arbitrary level of accuracy, computational
requirements of training can make the search for an appropriate set of weights for
the network unfeasible [4]. Therefore it is possible that a given problem may not
have a practical solution in the search space of the GA.

The developments in validation loss and the number of trainable parameters
for the top three networks when n = 4 and n = 8 produced comparable results as
shown in Figures 23 and 24. After 8 generations the population mostly consisted
of networks that approximated the target function with a validation loss of 0.48.
The validation loss remained close to that value until the last cycle of the GA at
generation 200 without any major deviations. The lack of improvements in the
validation loss suggest that the GA was unable to make further modifications via
GOs that would increase the performance of the networks by a measurable margin.

The trend of the mean number of trainable parameters in top networks shown
in Figure 24 displays similar characteristics when n = 4 and n = 8, which is that
the number of parameters increased quickly during the first 10–20 generations, after
which the number would fluctuate without a long-term trend. This lack of meaningful
development in the complexity of architecture would remain until the termination of
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the GA at generation 200. A minor detail worth noting is the difference between
number of parameters above which the recorded mean values fluctuate; the smallest
mean number of parameters for top networks beyond generation 20 in the n = 4 case
is the mean of 17.7, while the corresponding minimum for the n = 8 case is 29.7.

The difference in the average number of parameters is simply explained by the
difference in the number of network inputs. For example, if the networks contained
a single fully-connected hidden layer with k neurons between the input and output
layer, the number of trainable parameters would be 6k + 1 and 10k + 1 when n = 4
and n = 8 respectively. The logs of these two trials of the GA show that both
experiments resulted in the population consisting mainly of networks with a single
fully-connected layer of 3–5 neurons in the MLP block. Whenever mutations or
crossovers attempted to increase the number of neurons or layers in these two test
cases, no improvement in the fitness of the new solutions was observed. Thus, the
natural bias of the mutation to decrease the number of neurons kept the complexity
of the models constrained for the remainder of the GA.

It is worth considering the possibility that the expected validation error of the
networks with more neurons was indeed increasing at a small yet undetectable rate. If
the variance in the final validation error is much greater compared to the magnitude
of such a hypothetical improvement, then the GA would have difficulty to converge
towards more optimal solutions among more complex architecture. Nevertheless,
as manual searching with the 4- and 8-dimensional test cases suggested, solution
performance did not improve even when using large number of neurons and layers.
Early stagnation at a relatively early stage of the GA therefore was both an expected
and desired outcome.

5.2 Modified Parity Function
This experiment aims to test how the GA manages to evolve networks that are able
to efficiently learn the mapping of a target function which outputs the parity of
the number of positive input features. Although this problem could be modelled as
a classification problem of two classes, the task will be formulated as a regression
problem.

5.2.1 Target Function

The target function in this experiment outputs either the value -1 or 1, depending on
the number of input features whose value is positive. The function outputs -1 when
the number is odd, and 1 when the number is if even. Formally the target function
is defined as follows:

fn(x) = 2
[︄(︄

1 +
n∑︂

n=1
H(xi)

)︄
(mod 2)

]︄
− 1,

⎧⎨⎩n ∈ N+

x1, . . . , xn ∈ [−5, 5]
(32)

The function H(t) is known as the Heaviside step function or the unit step function,
which is defined as:
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Figure 26: Visualization of target function in two dimensions.

H(t) =

⎧⎨⎩1, t > 1
0, t ≤ 0

(33)

This experiment will only run the GA using the eight-dimensional version (n = 8)
of the target function. To help convey the landscape of the target function in
eight dimensions, Figure 26 shows the function reduced to two dimensions. The
regions of space where the function outputs the value -1 and 1 have an equal share
among the input space regardless of the value of n. Thus, the expected mean and
standard deviation of outputs using samples with input features drawn from a uniform
distribution U[−5,5] will be 0 and 1 respectively. Unlike the high-dimensional versions
of the target function in the previous experiment using combined sine functions,
the function output landscape of this test case is relatively well-behaved due to
homogeneous regions where the output remains constant. The only discontinuities
occur at the boundaries along the axes, where the value increases or decreases by
two.

A special motivation for this test case is to observe whether the GA will learn to
evolve its networks to use the ReLU activation function for its layers, since results
with manually search solutions suggest that such networks using ReLU activation
functions learn more accurate mappings. Considering that the sigmoid activation
function was used in nearly all of the successful networks in all generations in the
experiments of Section 5.1, a result in this test case that would show a bias towards
the ReLU function would demonstrate that not only does the GA have the capability
to favor either option, but that it is capable of selecting the more efficient choice
based on performance in the specific task.

Training and validation samples are generated using the same approach as used in
the experiment described in Section 5.1. To summarize the details, each feature value
for each sample is randomly drawn from the uniform distribution U[−5,5]. An epoch
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will contain 200,000 samples while the validation set will include 10,000 samples.
Since samples are generated in an identical manner as described in Section 5.1.2, the
result obtained in Eq. 31 will be reused to standardize feature values with a division
by σ ≈ 2.887.

5.2.2 Expectations

To evaluate the quality of the solutions generated by the GA, the search space was
manually searched to estimate the minimum required number of neurons amd layers,
and the appropriate choices for training hyperparameters and activation functions
that will result in a good training outcome. The manual search will test MLP
networks with 1–3 fully connected layers containing a varying number of neurons.
Different hyperparameters will also be tested to learn if they have a drastic effect on
training performance.

Manual searching was started with the smallest possible network, which is an MLP
with only one neuron in a single hidden fully-connected layer. Extended training
kept the validation error at 1.00 with no further improvements, which corresponds
to the same performance as a model which has a constant output of zero. Increasing
the number of neurons to 14 would lower the validation error to around 0.99, and
further raising the number of neurons to approximately 20 would reduce the error to
values near 0.98.

Evidently, network performance improves very slowly in proportion to the increase
in neurons. Therefore, it might very challenging for the GA to grow architectures
sufficiently in the initial generations if measured improvements are minuscule. Having
50 neurons in the hidden layer was sufficient to reduce the validation error below
the value of 0.90, and a network trained with 100 neurons reduced it to just below
0.80. Reducing the error below 0.70 and 0.60 required approximately 1000 and 4000
neurons respectively with a single-layer MLP configuration.

The manual search steps were repeated using a two and three-layer MLP con-
figuration, to see if the network benefits from a multi-layered architecture. With a
two-layered MLPs, achieving final validation errors of 0.90, 0.80 and 0.70 required
that each layer had approximately 30, 60 and 120 neurons respectively. When training
a three-layered MLP, reaching the same targets for validation error required 30, 50
and 80 neurons respectively.

A critical result was recorded when the number of neurons in a three-layered
MLP was increased 100 neurons. At this level of complexity, the network would
consistently reach validation errors below 0.10, outperforming the networks using one
or two hidden layers. Increasing the number of neurons in the one and two-layered
architectures did not cause the validation error to decrease to comparable levels.

It should be mentioned that most of the manually tested solutions used hyper-
parameters fixed to a learning rate of 0.001 using the Adam optimizer and a batch
size of 1024. While an exhaustive search in the form of grid searching for the best
combination of architectures and hyperparameters would be too time consuming,
the results described above should suffice as reference values for comparison with
the outputs of the GA. Regardless, several networks were tested multiple times
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(a) Validation error (best network) (b) Mean complexity (top three networks)

Figure 27: Validation error and complexity trends across 250 generations.

using a learning rate value of 0.01 to see if it would aid the optimizer in converging
towards lower validation errors. With various sizes of networks the smaller learning
rate of 0.001 was consistently more successful, thus the EA is expected to evolve the
hyperparameters closer to the magnitude of 0.001 rather than 0.01.

The final important discovery made during the manual search was the effect of
the activation function on training results. All of the manually searched networks
for this test case used the ReLU activation function for each layer. Substitution
of the activation function with the sigmoid function in the aforementioned MLP
architectures resulted in completely ineffective training, evident from the fact that
the validation error never decreased to a consistent value below 1.00.

5.2.3 Results

The GA was set to process a fixed number of 250 generations. Surprisingly, the GA
was able to produce a solution that would achieve a final validation error of 0.018
by generation 89. This validation error by far exceeded the performance of any of
the networks tested during the manual search. To help identify the most crucial
developments that occurred during the GA, Figure 27 shows the final validation
error of the single best performing network and the mean number of parameters for
the top three networks per generation.

Both the validation error and complexity of solutions changed very slowly during
the first 80 generations. Between generations 65–79 the best networks demonstrated
erratic changes in the validation error, reaching the lowest error of 0.71. Logs of the
GA show that generations 65–79 marked a temporary phase when one-dimensional
CNNs replaced MLPs as the dominant architecture.

Figure 28 shows the initial mutation that lead to the majority share of CNNs in
the next generation. This mutation that occurred in generation 86 added a CNN block
containing a single one-dimensional convolutional layer with a kernel size of three,
followed by a ReLU activation function and a max pooling layer. Since the kernel
weights in the new convolutional layer increased the total number of parameters,
the mutation reduced the number of neurons in the final layer of the MLP block as
compensation. The total number of trainable parameters reduced from 223 to 219,
reducing the complexity of the model only by 2%. The original MLP network had
survived by selection and performed with a validation error between 0.97–0.98 in the
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Figure 28: A CNN resulting from an MLP mutation in generation 86.

three previous generations, while the new CNN reduced the error to 0.89. Since the
CNN qualified for selection to the next generation, 7 out of the 12 total networks in
the next generation were CNNs.

Despite the CNN architecture being a promising new direction in the search space
of the GA, generations 66–79 showed that the optimizer was inconsistent in training
this potentially superior family of solutions. This was apparent from the fact that
six of the seven CNN candidates in generation 55 performed with a validation error
between 0.97–1.00, while only a single network achieved a validation error of 0.88.
The aforementioned six poorly-performing CNNs were not performing any better
compared to the five MLP networks remaining in the population, since those MLPs
achieved a mean validation error of 0.98.

However, since at least one CNN usually reached a low enough validation error
to be included in the next selection, CNNs were barely able to maintain a presence
in the population until generation 79. At generation 79 the lowest validation error of
the four CNNs within the population was 0.99, which caused them to fall out in favor
compared to the MLPs. During generations 79–86, the typical network structure
evolved from a single-layer MLP to a two-layered MLP featuring approximately 30
neurons in each layer. By this point the average number of trainable parameters per
network in the population had increased to 1253.

Generation 86 featured two types of mutations resulting in drastically improved
results. The first type occurred when two identical mutations merged two layers of
an elite MLP to form a single-layered MLP containing 127 neurons. These networks
performed with validation errors of 0.79–0.81, which was an improvement to the
validation error of 0.90–0.93 scored by the original two-layered MLPs in the generation.
The second type of mutation was a new CNN with a single convolutional layer joined
by two fully-connected layers with 30 neurons each. This network is similar to the
mutated network shown in the right-hand side of Figure 28, however, the complexity
is much greater due to the new network having over three times as many neurons.
This new CNN scored a validation error of 0.68, which was the lowest value achieved
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by the GA up until this point.
The GA had now evolved two potential directions for improvement in the search

space; one direction would evolve by increasing the number of neurons in single or
double-layered MLPs, while the other direction would evolve by growing the MLP
block in CNN networks. Out of these two alternatives the former option is closer to
the architecture predicted through manual searching. Although both architectures
exhibited inconsistent training success, convolutional layers seemed to perform slightly
better in proportion to their complexity when the optimizer was able to converge
towards an optimum.

Due to the manner in which crossovers are implemented, which is by combining
layers in both the MLP and CNN block independently without regard to changes
in model complexity, crossovers can result in sudden increases or decreases in the
number of parameters with respect to the complexity of the input networks. This
erratic outcome of the crossover is a desired property of the GA, since limiting changes
to only subtle variations through mutations may excessively limit the diversity of
solutions in the population. During generation 88, two crossovers that had input
networks with a mean complexity of 1259 parameters resulted in two output networks
with more than 4200 parameters, thus increasing the architecture complexity by over
230%.

Despite the sudden three-fold increase in model complexity, the first attempt at
training two such networks in generation 88 produced validation errors of 1.00 and
0.62, the latter being was the best validation error produced by the GA so far. After
the solution was selected to generation 89 and was subjected to a further mutation,
reducing the number of neurons in one of the layers of the MLP block, a validation
error of 0.018 was reached. Such a low error could have justified the acceptance of
this network as the final solution produced by the GA.

Regardless, the GA was programmed to process a total number of 250 generations,
and for the remainder of evolution starting from generation 90, an overwhelming
majority of the elite networks in the population were CNNs. The lowest validation
error encountered during the entire GA trial was 0.00616, achieved in generation 103
by the network shown in Figure 29. The other five solutions that performed with
comparable validation errors between 0.006–0.007 used nearly identical architectures
and hyperparameters as the best network. The only difference were the number of
neurons per layer in the MLP block, which ranged from 42–55, and the training
batch size which was between 324–345.

One of the predictions made regarding suitable architectures was the strong
preference of ReLU activation functions for each of the network layers. However, this
assumption only applied for the MLP architectures consisting of 1–3 fully-connected
layers, and no tests regarding the effects of the activation function for CNNs had
been made during the manual search. The GA logs reveal that a strong favoring of
the ReLU function nevertheless occurred for CNNs. This is apparent in Figure 30
which illustrates the moving sum of instances of both activation functions over the
ten most recent generations. Naturally, the growth in the average number of layers
causes the total occurrences of activation functions to increase as well.

When the GA initializes its initial population, each network randomly features
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Figure 29: Best performing network encountered by the evolutionary algorithm.
Trained with the Adam optimizer using a learning rate of 0.0009 and a batch size of
213.

Figure 30: Moving sum of occurrences per activation function (10 generations).

either the ReLU or sigmoid activation function attached to the sole hidden layer.
Thus, the first generation is unlikely to have a strong bias towards either alternative.
The logs of the GA show that the first generation included five and seven networks
using the sigmoid and ReLU function respectively, which amounts to a reasonably
balanced representation of both options. While Figure 30 suggests a clear favoring of
the sigmoid function during the first 30 generations, Figure 27a shows that this period
was not associated with any meaningful development with respect to validation loss.

It seems that a shift towards a ReLU-dominated population after generation 30
correlated with the start of gradual improvements in validation error, although this
improvement could have been caused by a decisive change in the combination of
hyperparameters. Regardless, due to the degree of preference for the ReLU function
from generation 50 onwards, it can be argued that the GA was successful in preferring
the predicted activation function for this task.

The trends in learning rate and batch size used with the optimizer are shown in
plots of Figure 31, which use the mean values for the top three networks in each
generation. The GA was able to settle rather quickly on a learning rate close to
0.001, which was predicted during the manual search to be more efficient compared
to higher values such as 0.01. The learning rate value of 0.0009 was popular during
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(a) Learning rate trend (b) Batch size trend

Figure 31: Mean of hyperparameters of top three networks per generation.

Figure 32: Moving ratio of top three networks using the Adam optimizer during the
10 most recent generations.

generations 15–187, after which the preferred value slightly increased to 0.0013. This
outcome is consistent with the predictions made about suitable learning rates, and
suggests that the GA can select learning rates that correlate with improved training
efficiency.

After the 50 generations the batch sizes chosen by the GA also seemed to settle
on a narrow range of preferred values. During generations 52–195, the most popular
batch sizes were in the range 126–342. The mean of the best performing batch
sizes abruptly increased to 1745 during generations 197–209, after which it gradually
decreased back to 295 by generation 223. While no prior expectations were made
regarding suitable batch sizes, the GA seemingly considered batch sizes smaller than
400 to perform most optimally in the given task. By comparing the changes in
learning rate and batch size as depicted by Figures 31a and 31b respectively, it seems
that the learning rate changed at relatively conservative frequency, whereas batch
size fluctuated more, evident from the trend during generations 52–195.

The popular optimizer choices in various stages of the GA is shown in Figure 32,
which depicts the moving ratio of top three networks using the Adam optimizer during
the 10 most recent generations. Although the first 60 generations demonstrated
a clear favoring of the RMSprop optimizer, the vast majority of top performing
solutions in subsequent generations opted to use the Adam optimizer. It is not clear
from the results whether the optimizer choice had a significant impact on the training
outcome, since the popularity of either optimizer could have been the result of chance
and the tendency of the GA to homogenize its population.
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5.3 MNIST Handwritten Digit Classification
The Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) database is
a collection of images that is often used for testing machine learning models [100].
The database solely consists of images of handwritten Arabic numerals. The most
common application of the database is to test multiclass classifiers that label images
according to the written digit within the image. This experiment aims to test whether
the GA is able to successfully evolve an accurate classifier for this data set.

5.3.1 Data Set

The samples of the database are divided into a training and validation data set,
which contain 60,000 and 10,000 samples respectively. Each sample contains the
features of a single image of a handwritten digit. More specifically, these features
comprise of each individual pixel value arranged into a 28×28 feature matrix, which
corresponds to the image resolution. Each sample in both the training and testing
data set is associated with a label value between 0–9 corresponding to the true value
of the written digit.

The images have been readily preprocessed by various means, including resizing
each image to a fixed resolution of 28×28 and normalizing the color of all pixels to
value between 0 and 1. The samples only feature one channel for pixel values, hence
the samples are essentially grayscale images. Since the original source of the samples
were larger monochrome images, anti-aliasing was applied to mitigate distortion
artifacts when shrinking the images to a significantly smaller resolution [100].

In the previously conducted experiments described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, features
and labels of new samples were automatically generated using a predefined target
function. Thus, there was no difference in the approach for producing samples for the
training and validation set, except for the batch size. Moreover, due to the unlimited
supply of unique samples an epoch had to be defined to include an arbitrary number
of training samples. Since this experiment uses a finite database of real-world samples,
this experiment will use the readily separated training and validation sets as they
are. An epoch will be defined as the point when the training algorithm has processed
all 60,000 samples in the training set. The validation error will be measured by
classifying all 10,000 images in the validation set. The samples in the validation set
are never used for learning the weights of the network, since their sole purpose is to
test the accuracy of the model on novel data points [36].

Figure 33 features eight randomly selected samples from the MNIST training
set. Since the the data set was complied from handwriting samples provided by a
large number of individuals, diversity in handwriting pose an interesting challenge
for training accurate classifiers. For example, the eight samples shown in Figure 33
contain three instances of the digit 2. These three samples demonstrate noticeable
differences in the shape of the written digit, which were presumably written by
different people.

When evaluating performance, the decisive quality of a classifier processing the
MNIST data set is whether the classifier assigns the correct label with high accuracy
regardless of the differences in writing style. Some artifacts might remain in the
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Figure 33: Eight random training samples from the MNIST data set depicting digits
2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 4, 2 and 7.

images despite the efforts of preprocessing, adding a further challenge for the classifier.
An example of such artifacts is visible in the second image of Figure 33 containing
the digit 1; small yet noticeable bright isolated regions are present on both sides
of the actual digit. Ideally, a well-trained classifier should not be deterred by the
presence of such features.

5.3.2 Network Inputs and Outputs

The previous experiments detailed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 used 1–8 real-valued input
features for each data point. These features were arranged along one dimension
forming a single feature vector. In the PyTorch library such feature vectors of length
k are treated as one-dimensional tensors of size k. Tensors in PyTorch are defined as
multi-dimensional matrices containing elements of a single data type [82]. Since the
inputs of this problem consist of 784 pixels arranged into a two-dimensional matrix
of equal dimension length, these inputs are treated as tensors of size 28×28.

As described in Section 4.1, the search space considers the representation shape of
input features when choosing between one- and two-dimensional convolutional layers.
If the features are represented by a vector, the CNN block added to the network
will only contain one-dimensional convolutional layers. If a two-dimensional feature
matrix is used instead, as is the case in this test case, all convolutional layers will
be two-dimensional. Naturally, the choice of dimensions for the max pooling layers
follows suit.

The applied configuration for one-dimensional convolutional layers and max
pooling layers roughly preserves the number of signals. This net effect is the combined
result of each convolutional layer doubling the number of channels, and each max
pooling layer halving the number of signals. However, the two-dimensional CNN
does not maintain the same number of signals because the max pooling layer halves
the inputs across both dimensions of the input tensor, effectively diving the number
of signals by four.

To maintain a similar levels of complexity in the input and output networks, the
mutation operation compensates the addition or removal of two-dimensional CNN
blocks by altering the number of neurons in the MLP block. If a network features
no CNN block, inputs signals are directly flattened to a feature vector. The search
space does not permit the use of one-dimensional convolutional layers after flattening
two-dimensional input tensor into a vector.

Previous experiments were regression problems where a fixed output layer ap-
pended after the MLP block would contain a single neuron without an activation
function. Since this experiment is a multiclass classification problem using ten
classes, the output layers of the network will comprise of a fully-connected layer of
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ten neurons followed by a softmax activation function, as described in Section 2.4.2.
The mean-reduced cross entropy loss will be used as both the training and validation
error.

It is worth noting that the classifier essentially predicts a probability distribution
of the predicted class by outputting probability between 0 and 1 at each output
neuron corresponding to each class. To obtain the actual class predicted by the
network, the class corresponding to the highest probability would be selected. Since
the cross entropy loss generally correlates with the average error as formulated
in Eq. 9, recording the changes in the cross entropy loss is sufficient evaluate the
improvement of model performance [37]. Once the best network with the lowest
validation error is identified, the accuracy as defined in Eq. 8 will be reported using
the entire validation set.

5.3.3 Computation Resource Considerations

Computing resources for running the experiments of this thesis were limited, hence
even the most simple GA experiments required hours to execute a sufficient number of
generations. The previous experiments used fairly simple predefined target functions
to generate unique samples containing relatively few features, thus the computational
overhead associated with obtaining new batches of samples was minimal. In this
test case the quantity of features, which represents all 784 pixels values of a single
image, is substantially larger compared to prior experiments. Additionally, samples
initially must be retrieved from the file system located on a physical hard disk drive.
The number of features is the primary factor contributing to the increase in the
computation required time to process a batch of samples.

Despite distributing the training of 12 networks in a given generation to 12
separate worker nodes with competitive GPUs, the GA was programmed to execute
for a maximum of 15 hours. By limiting the GA execution time, a balance should
be achieved between the choice of a maximum number of training epochs for each
network, and the number of generations processed by the GA. Initial training tests
showed that when using small learning rates, training can cause the validation error
to continually decrease albeit at a very slow rate, often preventing the stopping
criterion described in Section 4.6 from triggering within the first 100 epochs.

Normally it would be desirable to allow the training algorithm to finish decreasing
the validation error to the smallest value possible to measure how well the network
performed, which is primary mechanism by which solution performance is evaluated.
However, letting the network to train for an excessively long time would increase the
total time required for the GA to run for a sufficient number of generations. As a
compromise, the maximum epoch processed during network training was set to 100
epochs to increase the number of generations processed during the 12-hour period.

5.3.4 Expectations

Since the MNIST is a popular data set used in numerous deep learning tests, there
is a wealth of literature that reports the performance of efficient ANN architectures
and hyperparameters for the classification problem. A study comparing the results
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of various architectures showed that MLP networks using using a simple architecture
containing 1–3 hidden layers is sufficient to achieve over 95% accuracies [101]. These
tests used no additional preprocessing of the data set, and required between 300–1000
neurons in the hidden layers.

The same study also measured the performance of various variations of a CNN
architecture called LeNet, most of which achieved accuracies of over 98% [101].
However, these particular architectures are not directly comparable with the CNN
architectures generated by the GA implemented in this thesis, since the LeNet CNNs
are not part of the search space defined in Section 4.1. Despite this, the consensus
regarding the utility of convolutional layers in computer vision problem supports the
prediction that the GA should nevertheless evolve towards a population dominated
by CNN networks of varying size.

Both MLP and CNN networks were trained and tested during the manual search
phase. Although results about various architectures were already documented in [101],
it may be useful to establish expectations about performance using solutions from the
actual search space specific to this implementation. Differences in the used training
scheme alone may produce incomparable results with identical architectures and
training hyperparameters. Nevertheless, the manually searched solutions will take
inspiration from the networks proposed in the aforementioned study.

All of the manually searched networks in this test case will use a fixed set of
hyperparameters comprising a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 512 using
the Adam optimizer. The first tested networks included MLPs containing a relatively
small number of neurons. These networks featured 1–3 hidden layers with each layer
including 16 neurons and an appended sigmoid activation function. The one and
two-layered MLPs performed with a similar validation error of approximately 1.52,
while the three-layered network achieved a higher validation error of 1.54. The one,
two and three-layered networks performed with accuracies of 94.3%, 94.0% and 91.8%
respectively.

The second set of tested MLPs used a vastly larger number of neurons. Again, a
configuration of 1–3 hidden layers was tested, however, the number of neurons in
each layer was set to 784, equal to the number of input features. These networks
produced validation errors between 1.48–1.49, which corresponded to accuracies
in the range of 97.5–97.8%. A notable observation regarding the two tested sets
of MLPs is that increasing the number layers did not noticeably improve network
performance. However, increasing the number of neurons per layer did clearly improve
the validation error.

Next, a set of CNNs was tested with a varying number of convolutional layers.
The number of convolutional layers will be 1–3 while the number of hidden layers in
the MLP block will be fixed to two. The number of neurons per layer in the MLP
block will be tested with values of 16 and 64. All layers in both the CNN and MLP
block will use the sigmoid activation function, and the kernel sizes of all convolutional
layers will be set to 3×3.

Let the size or length of a CNN block be defined as the number of included
convolutional layers. When the number of neurons in the layers of the MLP block
was set to 16, the validation error of the convolutional networks was between 1.50–
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1.51. When the number of neurons in the MLP layers was increased to 64, the
validation error was 1.48, 1.49 and 1.51 when using a CNN block of size one, two and
three respectively. Thus, the best performing CNN architecture used a CNN block
of size one along with 64 neurons in both layers of the MLP block. This network
labeled the validation set with an accuracy of 97.4%, which is comparable with the
performance of the best tested MLP network.

A somewhat surprising result of the manual search test was that the CNNs
did not outperform the MLP networks, although it is possible that they would
perform better when using the appropriate configuration of hyperparameters and
activation functions. However, when comparing the best MLP and CNN networks,
which had similar validation errors and accuracies, the CNN alternative used only
29,982 trainable parameters whereas the MLP networks, that had validation errors
of 1.48–1.49, featured between 600,000–1,900,000 parameters. For comparison, an
MLP network containing roughly the same amount of trainable parameters as the
proposed CNN would only consist of a single hidden layer with 37–38 neurons. Hence,
these results suggest that CNN networks offer better performance than pure MLPs
in proportion to the complexity of the network. It is therefore expected that because
the GA gradually increases the complexity of the solutions in the population, there
is a high incentive to favor convolutional networks which should perform better at
earlier stages of the GA.

5.3.5 Results

The GA ended up processing a total of 200 generations which took approximately
13 hours to complete. The most important result of this classification test is that
CNNs already became the preferred architecture class by generation 4. This strong
bias is further emphasized by the fact all 591 elite networks selected in generations
4–200 were CNN solutions. This outcome is consistent with the prediction that
CNNs would perform better than MLPs when the networks are small, however, the
adoption of CNNs occurred much faster than expected.

The speed at which CNNs were adopted was surprising because the GA is
programmed to initialize the first generation with a population comprising only of
MLPs without any CNN blocks, and the CNNs in general were assumed to require
more neurons in fully-connected layers to learn meaningful mappings. It should be
emphasized though that a candidate solution is not required to perform particularly
well with regards to expected performance of the final solution of the GA, but rather
outperform the rival networks in the current population to qualify for selection. The
logs for generation 3 show that the four CNNs in the population performed with
a mean validation error of 2.00 while the eight MLPs had a corresponding mean
validation error of 2.07. The CNNs only had 345–473 trainable parameters while the
MLPs had 805 parameters.

Figure 34 shows the development of the top three solutions per generation with
respect to the validation error and model complexity. The validation loss shown in
Figure 34a had a maximum value of 2.09 in generation 1, however, the vertical axis
of the plot has been limited to the range 1.47–1.50 to emphasize the subtle long-term
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(a) Mean cross-entropy loss (b) Mean number of parameters

Figure 34: Aggregated validation loss and complexity of top three network per
generation.
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Figure 35: Best MNIST classifier generated by the GA. Trained with the RMSprop
optimizer using a learning rate of 0.003 and a batch size of 175.

trend of the decreasing validation error over the course of all 200 generations. The
decrease in loss is naturally associated with a long-term increase in the number of
parameters as seen in Figure 34b.

Considering that neither metric in Figure 34 had clearly plateaued by the end
of the GA at generation 200, the algorithm presumably would have continued to
improve the solutions by further increasing the number of parameters. Coincidentally,
the last generation marked the peak in complexity of the best performing models with
a mean of 10,271 trainable parameters. The top networks consisted of a CNN block
containing two convolutional layers and an MLP block containing one fully-connected
layer of 38–58 neurons.

The best validation error was achieved in generation 185 with the solution shown
in Figure 35. The validation error was 1.476 and the average classification accuracy
on the validation set was 98.6%. The architecture contained two convolutional layers
and a single fully-connected layer in the MLP block, amounting to a total of 8132
trainable parameters. This is a relatively small network that corresponds to a typical
architecture used for image classification tasks.

A minor detail of interest in this solution is the choice of activation functions in
the network of Figure 35. Previous experiments conducted so far have demonstrated
the best networks exclusively favoring either activation function in each layer in
the network. This was the case when solutions were either regular MLPs or one-
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Table 4: Instances of CNN blocks with different activation functions. The first two
rows correspond the exclusive adoption of either activation function.

All networks Top 100 networks All elite networks
Sigmoid 42 (1.84%) 2 (2%) 4 (0.68%)
ReLU 1789 (78.2%) 84 (84%) 477 (80.6%)
Both 456 (19.9%) 14 (14%) 111 (18.8%)

dimensional CNNs. A best solution featuring a combination of both activation
functions had not been observed up until this point, and it is unknown whether
solutions for the experiments of this thesis should theoretically benefit from such
combinations.

The network evolved for the MNIST classification task shown in Figure 35 is
the first discovered instance of the GA suggesting a combination of both activation
functions in the best solution. The layers in the CNN block of the network in are
joined by ReLU activation functions while the fully-connected layer is connected to a
sigmoid function. To determine whether this choice bears any significant impact on
the trainability of networks, the instances when a mutation changed the activation
function of a convolutional layer to the sigmoid function shall be examined in more
detail.

The logs of the GA show that CNNs featuring two or more convolutional layers
with differing activation functions often qualified for selection throughout all stages
of the GA. Table 4 lists the number of occurrences of different activation function
combinations in CNN blocks across all 200 generations of the GA. The first column
considers all CNN networks trained by the GA, the second column includes networks
that produced the 100 lowest validation errors, and the third column considers all the
elite solutions that qualified for selection to the next generation. While the shares
of the listed activation function combinations do not seem to change significantly
when filtered according to the aforementioned column categories, ReLU-exclusive
CNN blocks did proportionally have more representation within both the elite and
top 100 networks. A subtle advantage in performance with ReLU-based CNN blocks
could have contributed to the long-term dominance of 78.2% representation within
all CNN solutions.

To further verify that the activation function choice in the CNN blocks resulted
from a real bias, as opposed to chance, the same GA should be run multiple times to
verify that the same result is consistent. Unfortunately due to the resource constraints
explained in Section 5.3.3, running the MNIST experiment multiple times for the
sole purpose of verifying this result would have required an undue amount of time.

Figure 36 features an area graph which visualizes how the number in the CNN
and MLP blocks evolved in various phases of evolution. The blue and orange regions
indicate the mean number of layers in the CNN and MLP blocks respectively, where
the mean is calculated from the top three networks of each generation. The graph
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Figure 36: Mean number of layers in the CNN and MLP blocks in the top three
networks per generation.

shows that the number of layers in both blocks rapidly grew to an architecture
of four convolutional layers and one fully-connected layer. While the mutation
implementation allows under certain circumstances the instantaneous addition of a
CNN block of length four, GA logs indicate that the number of convolutional layers
increased to four through consecutive independent mutations, each increasing the
number of layers by one at a time.

By generation 14 the most common length for the CNN block was four. This
was the preferred number of layers until generation 55, when the favored CNN block
length decreased gradually to two. Over the period when the number of layers in
the CNN block remained at the stable value of four, the number of layers in the
MLP block stayed at one. A surprising finding revealed by Figure 34b is that the
complexity of the top networks stalled during this period until generation 55, since
the number of neurons in the sole layer of the MLP remained mostly at six. Moreover,
when the number of convolutional layers started to decrease after generation 55, the
complexity of networks began to diminish. This was due to the fact that the initial
reduction of CNN layers in generation 56 occurred through a crossover operation
which reduced the length of a CNN block without compensation in the MLP for
the change in network complexity. If a mutation would have altered modified the
number of layers in the CNN block, the number of neurons in the MLP block would
have been adjusted to roughly maintain the same number of trainable parameters in
the whole network.

The exact reason why the GA started to prefer smaller networks is unclear, but
one contributing factor could be the evolution of training hyperparameters that
allowed compact CNN solutions to consistently learn better weights. Logs of the
GA show that the first generation initialized with a majority of networks using
the RMSprop optimizer; only two of the initial twelve networks used the Adam
optimizer. Across generations 2–31, networks were exclusively using the RMSprop
optimizer, during which the CNN blocks grew to the size of four. At this point the
preferred optimizer quickly changed to Adam, which remained the dominant choice
for generations 34–173.

Even though the optimizer had changed to Adam by generation 34, it took 20
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more generations before the number of layers began to decrease. By generation 55, the
most common learning rate and batch size were 0.002 and 241 respectively. However,
the GA logs indicate that these were already common hyperparameter values when
the optimizer switched to Adam in generation 34. While the new hyperparameters
could have motivated the shrinking of the network length, the reduction of layers
requires the appropriate mutations to occur which is not guaranteed to happen
even during the course of several consecutive generations. Moreover, if layers were
successfully removed through a mutation, the variance in the final validation error
might still disqualify the shorter network from the subsequent selection phase.

The logged mutation and crossover events during generations 34–55 show that
several mutations attempted to reduce number of convolutional layers. However, the
reduction of the CNN block length from four to three during a mutation was always
associated with a massive drop in the number of trainable parameters. This seems to
be an unfortunate result of a minor programming oversight where the modification
of the number of neurons in the MLP block was not compensated correctly when
changing the number of layers in the CNN block. In particular, when increasing
the number of two-dimensional convolutional layers from three to four, using the
pooling layer and output channel scheme described in Sections 2.2.3 and 4.2.5, the
number of outputs in the CNN block begins to increase. This inverted effect on
the total number of parameters was not correctly accounted for by the programmed
compensation algorithm used during the test.

Despite the minor programming error of the CNN block mutation, the GA was
nevertheless able successfully start reducing the number of convolutional layers
at generation 56. Even though the number of parameters reduced dramatically,
subsequent mutations in the following generations gradually increased the number
of neurons in the MLP block, allowing the eventual reduction of the number of
layers in the CNN block to two by generation 71. The combined effect of these two
developments contributed to the overall increase in network complexity starting at
generation 65. Essentially, the erroneous program only prolonged the evolution of the
architecture at a specific phase, and did not affect the function of the GA otherwise.

The number of layers in the MLP block was one most of the time, though
generations 107–149 marked a temporary preference for a two-layered MLP block
architecture. Although Figure 34b indicates that this period was associated with a
momentary boost in the number of parameters, by the time the GA had reverted
back to a single-layer MLP configuration the mean complexity of top networks had
decreased back its original level. Data shows that the only lasting change that
remained from returning back to two-layered MLP blocks was that the batch size
decreased from 1023 to 539. However, it is unlikely that the batch size encouraged
a change in the number of layers. The most likely explanation for the changes
in layer count is that both the single and two-layered MLP blocks had equivalent
training efficiency, provided that the overall number of trainable parameters remained
constant. Thus, the transition between the two alternative architectures could have
simply been a side effect of the stochastic nature of the GA.

Generations 150–200 did not cause any lasting changes in the number of layers for
either block. The primary development during this period was the gradual increase
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(a) Learning rate trend (b) Batch size trend

Figure 37: Mean of hyperparameters of top three networks per generation.

of neurons in the MLP block, which correlated with consistent improvements in the
validation error. It remains unknown how much more the validation error could have
continued to decrease, since the rate of improvement was slowing down with the
growth in network size. Assuming that the performance of models would continue to
see diminished returns, an effective minimum would eventually be reached where the
number of parameters would cease to increase further.

To summarize the evolution of training hyperparameters, Figure 37 include plots
of the mean learning rate and batch size of the top three networks per generation.
The four stable learning rate values obtained from the plot of Figure 37a are 0.0021,
0.0039, 0.0045 and 0.0034. The main observation to make of these four values
is that they lie in a relatively narrow interval with respect to the full probability
distribution of possible learning rate values. Recall from Eq. 20 that a new learning
rate is generated by using a random exponent from the uniform distribution U[0,4].
Calculating the difference between the logarithm of the observed maximum and
minimum stable learning rates gives: log10 0.0045 − log10 0.0021 ≈ 0.34. Dividing
this value with the difference between the maximum and minimum value of the
randomized exponent gives:

log10 0.0045− log10 0.0021
4− 0 ≈ 0.085 (34)

The value 0.085 corresponds to the probability that a randomly generated learning
rate is in the range of the observed stable values. Thus, the results suggest that the
GA succeeded in selecting appropriate learning rates from a range that correlated
with adequate training results.

Figure 37b shows the trend in the mean batch size of top networks. Comparing
the two plots in Figure 37 reveals similar characteristics that had been observed
in the previous experiments of this thesis. The main difference between the two
hyperparameter developments is that the learning rate have a tendency to evolve to
more stable values, while the batch size fluctuates constantly even in consecutive
generations. The formula used for generating new batch sizes follows a similar
principle of randomizing an exponent applied to a base value, as defined in Eq. 21.
Although the probability of the changing the learning rate via mutation is the same
as the probability of changing the batch size, as seen in Figure 12, the mean batch
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size changed value more frequently. This could mean that the training process was
more robust to changes in the mini-batch size due to the selected range of possible
values.
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6 Discussion
The overall efficacy and performance of the implemented GA will be assessed in
this chapter. The assessment will be based on how well the algorithm achieved its
functional goals described in Chapter 1, and its utility in real-world machine learning
problems. To evaluate overall utility, the implementation will be compared with
the EA-based NAS methods described in Chapter 3. This chapter will conclude
with proposals for future work regarding improvements to the implemented GA, and
EA-based NAS research in general.

6.1 Functional Assessment
Two main goals for this thesis were described in Chapter 1. These included a primary
goal of developing a GA, that would successfully evolve its population of network
architectures towards improved performance. Of course, convergence would only be
expected if the search space contained practical solutions for the given task. The
secondary goal was to constrain the complexity of solutions generated by the GA
with respect to measured solution performance, i.e., the GA should grow the network
architecture only when the growth was associated with a measurable improvement in
the validation error. Ideally, the ability of the algorithm to constrain the complexity
of its solutions should complement the constructive nature of the GA. An implicit
bonus goal was to observe the GA generate a novel solution to a problem that would
substantially outperform manually discovered solution candidates.

6.1.1 Search Efficiency

All of the conducted experiments which were known to have valid solutions in the
search space demonstrated clear improvement in the mean validation error. However,
improvements did not always occur fast, and required the population to reach a
lucrative region in the search space to allow consistent improvements. This was
most noticeable in experiment detailed in Section 5.2, which aimed to approximate
the modified parity function defined by Eq. 32, where the number of input features
was eight. Figure 27a shows that more stable convergence started after around 50
generations, which coincided with the population evolving towards ReLU-favoring
architectures. A similar effect occurred in the combined sine function experiment
detailed in Section 5.1, when two input features were used (n = 2), as shown
in Figure 23. Initially, the GA was in a phase associated with a slowly improving
validation error, until performance would begin improve at a faster pace approximately
after generation 50.

The only two experiments that did not have known good solution within the
search space were the two variations of the combined sine function experiment, using
four and eight input features (n = 4, n = 8). While the GA was not expected to
converge towards meaningful validation errors at any point, it was nevertheless able
to evolve towards architectures with validation errors comparable to the performance
of the best manually searched networks. The best validation errors of around 0.48
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were reached rather quickly within ten generations in both variations of the test, as
seen in Figure 23.

An irregular pattern in the evolution of the validation error occurred in the
modified parity function experiment. While the overall best network performance
was generally improving during the entire evolutionary process, networks in the
population were not guaranteed to score a good validation error, despite having a
suitable architecture and hyperparameters. For this reason, some generations did
not feature any solutions with a low validation error, causing frequent spikes in the
best validation error from generation 90 onwards, as seen in Figure 27a. Despite
this, the GA showed robustness against the high variance in validation loss, since
it was able to preserve the well-performing one-dimensional CNN architectures in
subsequent generations.

Since MLP and CNN architectures were the two classes of neural networks
permitted by the search space, a question of interest was whether the GA could
autonomously favor the exploration of the more potential region in the search space
with respect to the target function. Without any active mechanism to enforce
population diversity, the implemented GA was possibly prone to evolving highly
homogeneous populations, which could prevent the active exploration of more suited
search space regions. To evaluate whether this would be a problem in practice, the
selected experiments were a mixture of problems that inherently benefited from CNN
and regular MLP architectures.

The results of the MNIST experiment detailed in Section 5.3 showed that the GA
was indeed successful in proposing CNN architectures, which are known to be suited
for computer vision tasks. A result showing the favoring of MLP networks would
have also been positive, provided that the best evolved solutions performed with
competitive validation accuracies. This is because the MNIST dataset is qualitatively
simple enough to be classified reasonably well with architectures comprising of
fully-connected layers, though convolutional layers generally produce better training
results [101]. However, the manual search results suggested that CNNs perform
much better in proportion to the required number of trainable parameters, hence, a
CNN-favoring result was more more desirable.

A interesting result was the speed at which the GA would adopt CNN solutions
when suited for the problem. The results of the MNIST experiment showed that
CNNs dominated the population already by generation 4, and remained so until
termination of the GA. The consistency in achieving low post-training validation
errors seemingly allowed the GA to favor CNN architectures at an early stage. The
results of modified parity function test suggested more difficulties in the adoption
of CNNs, since CNN solutions began to gain more permanent adoption only after
generation 86. The adoption was slow possibly due to the combination of the use of
improper activations functions in the initial populations and the inherent variance
in the validation error. Additionally, it is possible that one-dimensional CNNs were
only viable after the hidden layers contained a sufficient number of neurons.

The GA demonstrated the ability to favor better activation function choices with
respect to the target function. The modified parity function problem was a clear
example of a target function which empirically required ReLU-activations in the
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fully-connected layers instead of the sigmoid function. While the GA stagnated at
early generations, due to most of the networks mutating to use the sigmoid activation
function, solutions eventually improved after mutations managed to swap the activa-
tion function. The MNIST experiment also showed more consistent performance with
ReLU-activations, though networks using the sigmoid function did have successful
results. The only test which demonstrated opposite preference was the combined
sine function experiment. When the number of inputs was two (n = 2), the GA
evolved solutions which overwhelmingly preferred the use of the sigmoid activation
function. This outcome did not seem to be the result of mere chance, since swapping
the activation function to ReLU was always met with a significant increase in the
validation error.

While the GA demonstrated the temporary preference of certain hyperparameter
values, as seen in Figures 25, 31, and 37, there was no compelling evidence that these
values were converging towards more optimal values. If anything, it can only be
argued that the GA was merely able to avoid inappropriate hyperparameters, since
the full range of possible hyperparameters given by Eq. 20 and 21 permit the use of
unusual values. Despite this, well-performing solutions never used hyperparameters
at the extremities of these value ranges, and results demonstrated the learning
rate stabilizing at a fairly normal range. The learning rate development shown in
Figure 25a did show unusually high learning rates in the initial stages of evolution,
however, Figure 23 shows that this period was not associated with good validation
accuracy.

6.1.2 Complexity Control

As expected, the experiments demonstrated that improvements in solution fitness
often correlated with the increase in the number of trainable parameters. However, in
certain applications a compact network might be preferable over a complex one if the
difference in accuracy is negligible. Since the function of the GA is only to suggest
neural architectures and hyperparameters without trained weights, the computational
requirements of training the suggested architecture might be nontrivial depending
on the context. For this reason, the GA was designed as a constructive algorithm
which discourages the redundant growth of architectures.

The experiments which had viable solutions within the search space showed signs
that the GA was effective in discouraging the needless expansion of networks. The two
experiments which demonstrated this effect most clearly were the two-dimensional
variant of the combined sine function test, and the modified parity function experiment.
The trend in mean complexity of elite solutions for the combined sine function test
(n = 2) shown in Figure 24 reveals that a maximum of over 2,000 parameters
was reached in the latter phase of evolution, after which the complexity decreased
and fluctuated between 600–1,900. Before reaching the peak, the complexity had
consistently increased while the validation accuracy was improving. The results of
modified parity function test shown in Figure 27 demonstrated a similar outcome,
where the peak in complexity was reached in generation 92 with a mean complexity of
around 5,200 parameters, after which the complexity stalled and fluctuated between
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800–3,800.
The key observation in these complexity developments is that the consistent

growth in the number of parameters stopped when the validation error of best
solutions had approached a practical lower limit. Thus, the results of the two
experiments seem to suggest that mutations, which were biased to decrease network
complexity, were successful in preventing the explosion of the number of parameters
when the lower limit of validation error was reached. Moreover, the bias was modest
enough that it did not hinder the GA from growing the network when there was
clear room for improvement.

The main criticism of the observed development in network complexity is that
there is no hard-coded limit for the number of parameters, and the constrictive
tendency is merely a statistical outcome. The complexity trend therefore is very
unpredictable, though this may be a desirable property since it allows the GA to
make larger leaps in the search space when needed. Unfortunately, the length of
evolution for the MNIST test was not long enough to observe a stopping point in
network growth, since by the termination of the GA at generation 200, the classifiers
were still growing and increasing their validation accuracy. Nevertheless, this test
was able to reaffirm that the mutation bias did not prevent the search strategy from
consistently converging towards better solutions.

6.2 Comparative Assessment
While the computational resources available for this thesis were minuscule compared
to what was used in other published EA-based NAS studies, the GA of this thesis
demonstrated the viability of architecture searching on consumer-level hardware.
That being said, computation still had to be distributed to 12 worker nodes to run
the GA in a reasonable amount of time. A contributing factor to the reduction
computational load was the use of a very small population of only 12 candidate
solutions; all of the other EA-based NAS implementations cited in Section 3.2.1 used
larger population sizes.

Although the GA was able to process generations at a reasonable rate, the
quality of solutions generated in this thesis are not comparable with the results
of other EA-based NAS methods. This is in part because experiments had to be
limited to relatively simple machine learning tasks, and also because the search
space was not extensive enough to allow architectures that could outperform the
best human-designed networks in more demanding tasks.

Despite the shortcomings, the GA was able to produce architectures with useful
design choices that may not occur to a novice practitioner. For example, the generated
networks for the modified parity function test showed that architectures for the given
problem should use the ReLU-activations, and that the target function is best
approximated with one-dimensional convolutional layers. Both of these qualities
could be assumed to be far from apparent to the average programmer. The GA
was also successful indicating whether problems would benefit from the use CNN
or MLP architectures without prior knowledge about the problem. This property
was missing from the reviewed EA-based NAS methods since they were designed to
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exclusively search for CNN architectures. Thus, at the very least, the GA could be
useful guide for an inexperienced programmer, while serious research concerned with
state-of-the-art architectures should consult the approaches discussed in Chapter 3.

6.3 Future Work
This section will propose various means by which different aspects of the implemen-
tation in this thesis could be improved. These proposals are primarily motivated
by potential boosts in training and evolution efficiency, and the desire to reduce
computational costs associated with EA-based NAS. Some of the suggested changes
have been successfully applied in earlier studies, while other changes aim to amend
implementation choices that did not function as intended during the experiment
phase of this thesis.

6.3.1 Regularization as Evolvable Parameters

Various regularization techniques exist to prevent neural networks from overfitting
to training data points [102]. This is obviously an issue when training samples are
scarce, and the training algorithm iterates through the same set of training samples
over multiple epochs. Typically, signs of overfitting are detected with the use of a
deliberately isolated validation set, which is used to test the performance of a network
on a set of novel data points [36]. A common characteristic of overfitted models is
that they perform with a relatively low error on the training set but perform with a
high level of error on the validation set [36].

A common outcome of training is that a model begins by gradually improving
its predictive capabilities on both the training and validation set. After a certain
point, the training error continues to decrease while the validation error begins to
increase. At this point, the model is considered to start overfitting on the training
set. Many of the commonly used stopping criteria for the training algorithm involve
the periodic comparison of the training and validation error [92]. Once the two
errors begin to diverge, the training process is stopped with the assumption that the
minimum validation error has been achieved. The stopping criterion implemented in
Section 4.6 is based on this principle with added built-in tolerance for short term
fluctuations.

It should be noted that the risk of overfitting was not relevant in the experiments
of this thesis which used randomly generated training and validation samples. In
such test cases, each epoch had a unique set of novel data points, encouraging the
model to generalize well with unseen samples. The only experiment which used a
finite database was the MNIST experiment, where the size of the training set was
relatively small at 60,000 samples. Thus, the MNIST classifiers could benefit from
active regularization to prolong the training process with the hopes of reducing the
validation error even further.

An additional point to consider is that overfitting is possible when the complexity
i.e. the number of weights in the network is large compared to the size of the
training set. The experiments which employed synthetic training samples used
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(a) Original network (b) Network applied with dropout

Figure 38: Dropout of probability 0.66 applied to each layer of an MLP network.

epochs consisting of 200,000 samples, which far exceeded the number of parameters in
the evolved solutions. However, the MNIST test used 60,000 training samples, and the
most complex models evolved for the task contained approximately 10,000 parameters
measured at the final generation. While the number of parameters was expected
to continue increasing, and had the GA allowed to proceed beyond generation 200,
the risk of overfitting could had become relevant once the number of parameters
approached the number of training samples. Since there is no theoretical guideline for
the appropriate ratio of the quantity of parameters to the number training samples,
the risk of overfitting is sufficient to warrant regularization mechanisms in the MNIST
task.

Dropout is a popular regularization technique used in deep learning models [102].
When dropout is applied to a single fully-connected layer in an ANN, a random set of
signals at each training iteration is negated. The configured dropout probability, P ,
determines the chance that a particular signal within a layer is set to zero. Hence, the
expected share of signals to pass unaffected through the dropout is 1− P . Figure 38
illustrates the effects of using dropout in a simple MLP network.

The theoretical basis for the dropout approach is to balance the emphasis given
to parallel neurons in a fully-connected layer, which may improve generalization
properties of the network [102]. Training with varying combinations of neurons offers
similar benefits as ensemble learning, where predictions are made by aggregating
the individual predictions of multiple networks; each training iteration features a
different set of neurons which, despite the overlap in weights, resembles the process
of training separate networks.

Once training is completed and the weights of the network are no longer adjusted,
dropout is no longer applied to any of the neurons, and all layer outputs are processed
as normal. However, since the number of active signals is greater than expected
during training, the output signals of the layer are compensated by dividing the
outputs by P . This applies similarly for the calculation of validation errors, which is
performed periodically during training.

The L1 and L2 regularization methods, known as ridge and lasso regularization
respectively, are also popular approaches used with neural networks [102]. These
regularization methods are based on penalization of the norm of the weight vectors. In
practice, penalization using the Ln-norm is achieved by appending the standard loss
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function with a sum term comprising of all the weights in the network raised to the
power of n. For a given set of data points, let y and ŷ be the true and predicted labels
respectively. An Ln-norm-regularized loss function could be formulated as [103]:

Loss = Error(y, ŷ) + λ
N∑︂

i=1
|wn

i | (35)

The error function in the formula above corresponds to the regular loss function
used to measure the difference between predictions and true labels. This could for
example be the MSE or cross entropy loss, depending on whether the model is used
for regression of classification. The variable λ > 0 is an adjustable penalization
factor. When λ approaches zero, the loss function approaches the non-regularized
loss function. However, using too large value of λ may lead to underfitting, thus the
value should be adjusted appropriately to encourages balanced training results.

Dropout and L-norm regularization are among the most common regularization
methods used with neural networks, and the implementation of the GA could be
extended to support both options. The two regularization methods are not mutually
exclusive, and thus can be implemented on the same network. The simplest way to
apply L-norm regularization would be to include all weights of each layer in the sum
term of Eq. 35. The evolvable parameters would be the choice between then L1- and
L2-norms, and the λ value.

A more involved approach could limit the effects of penalization to a subset of layers
in the network, and the subset itself could be modified gradually through mutations. If
the regularization is applied on a per layer-basis, the regularization parameters could
be represented as layer properties, which are transmittable though layer splitting,
merging and solution crossovers. However, if regularization is implemented to always
consider all weights in the network, the regularization parameters could be considered
as properties concerning the whole network along with the training hyperparameters.

The most natural implementation for dropout would be the inclusion of it as
a property of an individual layer. Mutations could then modify whether layers
have dropout applied, effectively altering the subset of layers subjected to dropout.
Additionally, the the dropout probability of each individual layer would be included
as evolvable parameters. The dropout configuration would also be transmittable
during layer splitting, merging and crossovers.

6.3.2 Redundancy in Duplicate Networks

An observed inefficiency in the GA was the refilling of the population with duplicate
candidates. While it is extremely unlikely that two exact same solutions are initialized
in the first generation of the GA, duplicate solutions in subsequent generations are not
uncommon. This is due to the fact producing nine new solutions via mutations and
crossovers from the three elite solutions led to relatively homogeneous populations.
The similarity of output networks was a deliberate design choice, since GAs are
more likely to converge closer to local optimums via subtle changes within the search
space [53].
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However, sometimes two independent mutations or crossovers could produce the
exact same outputs from the same inputs. This could happen, for example, if the
mutation type on two instances was to change the training optimizer or activation
function to a particular type. Another common phenomenon in the early stages of
evolution was that two mutations modifying the number of neurons in the single
hidden layer of the network would produce identical output networks. While a
random factor was used to multiply the number of existing of neurons, rounding the
final number to an integer would often lead to equivalent results, especially when
the complexity of the networks was low.

Regardless of the mechanism by which solution collisions would occur during
the GA, duplicates within a generation could be avoided with a relatively simple
approach. Whenever a new solution is generated by the GA, the existing population
is checked for whether a copy of the new candidate already exists. If a duplicate is
found, the mutation or crossover is simply repeated using the same inputs until a
unique solution is generated.

It should be noted that it is not uncommon for duplicate networks to occur
in separate generations as well. This is obviously the case since elite networks
are selected to the next generation without alterations, but apart from the elite
solutions themselves, duplicates can emerge by other means. In these circumstances,
mutations and crossovers in separate generations may have produced identical output
networks. To mitigate this effect, the GA should keep a history of all previous
solutions encountered during the entire evolutionary process, and simply repeat the
GO whenever cross-generational collisions occur.

If the implementation is modified to avoid the redundant retraining of duplicate
networks, a relevant point of consideration is whether elite networks need to be
retrained in the next generation. Selected elites could have their performance results
carried over from the previous generation to reduce computational costs. The three
worker nodes which were previously dedicated to retraining the three elites could be
assigned with the task of training three additional mutations, increasing the size and
diversity of the population.

However, the reuse of previous training results may bring unwanted side effects
that may cause the evolution of networks to stagnate. Several experiments conducted
in this thesis showed that although certain architectures had the theoretical capacity
to learn accurate mappings for the given task, the uncertainty in discovering suitable
weights often led to high variance in the training outcome. This was evident in test
cases where certain solutions in the population demonstrated very low validation
errors, but were unable to replicate the results in the subsequent generation upon
selection. If the GA was modified to reuse the initial validation errors of the elite
networks, rather than retraining them in each subsequent generation, networks that
performed unusually well due to good fortune could remain as elite networks for
an excessive number of generations. This could lead to the situation where several
generations pass while theoretically superior mutations and crossovers are neglected.
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(a) Population with maximal diversity (b) Population with no diversity control

Figure 39: Population diversity in a two-dimensional search space. The length of
arrows correspond to the effective step size within the search space.

6.3.3 Boosting Population Diversity

The aforementioned proposals were concerned with strict duplicates of solution
encountered by the GA. However, attention should also be given to the effects of
redundancy in training candidates that are very similar to one another. For example,
let two solution candidates feature the exact same network architecture. The training
hyperparameters are also identical except for the learning rate; one candidate has a
learning rate of 0.01 while the other has a learning rate of 0.009. It could be argued
that the two solutions are so similar that the measured performance of one network
should be roughly equivalent with the performance of the other.

The possibility of selecting either candidate in the example above could be
considered a relatively slow step in evolution, since the distance between the two
candidates is very small in the search space of the problem. Ideally, the distance
between the derived solutions and the elite solutions should be tuned to a appropriate
level analogous to the step size in optimization algorithms, while the mutual distance
between the new candidates should as spread out as possible. Figure 39 illustrates
this concept using an abstract search space in two dimensions. Both figures feature
a solid circle at the center which corresponds to an input solution. Eight solutions
derived by GOs from the input are represented by the dotted circles, and are located
at different directions from the input at a fixed distance. Figure 39a shows when the
new candidates are spread out evenly, resulting in a diverse set of directions from the
input. Figure 39b shows when the new candidates are offset from the input at a fixed
distance, but without any regard to the mutual distances between the new solutions.

The example in Figure 39a could be considered the more ideal scenario, since
the GA would be more likely to discover the general direction associated with model
improvement in the search space. The example in the right-hand side features the
same amount of candidate solutions, but it does not allow the GA to explore all
possible directions as efficiently. For example, solutions located directly to the left of
the input are not explored at all, while two solutions are clustered together at the
lower right of the input. This scenario is similar to the earlier example involving two
nearly identical networks, with only a subtle difference in the learning rate.
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Although increasing the diversity of new solutions would be preferred, difficulties
arise from the proper definition of similarity or distance between two solutions in the
search space. Formulating a reliable measure that only considers the architectural
differences between two networks is already a challenge. The primary qualities that
should be considered in the evaluation of similarity is the presence of a CNN block,
the number of layers in each block and the number of neurons. Whether the network
contains a CNN block or not is equivalent with classifying the network as a CNN or
MLP, which greatly influences the applicability of the architecture for a particular
task. The number of layers and neurons are tied to the complexity of the network,
and thus determines whether the network is theoretically capable of adopting a
sufficiently accurate approximation of the target function [4].

Secondary factors to consider in the similarity of networks are the training
hyperparameters, activation functions and parameters for convolutional layers. These
are network parameters that are expected to have a smaller impact on the performance
of the network than the architectural differences listed above. However, as the results
of the experiments of this thesis showed, the choice of hyperparameters can have a
significant effect on the trainability of the network. Also, the choice of activation
function was observed in at least one test case to completely dictate whether the
network was able to learn a meaningful mapping at all. Thus, these secondary factors
cannot be dismissed as relatively meaningless variables.

Rather than dividing parameters into either primary or secondary parameters,
each independent measure of similarity could be included with an adjustable weight
corresponding their relative importance. The final similarity between two networks
could be described by a weighted sum of independent metrics of similarity for two
solution candidates, A and B. For example, let there be n different measures of
similarity, and let function hk(A, B) represent the kth measure of similarity between
solutions A and B. For example, functions h1 and h2 could represent the similarity of
networks with respect to their total number of parameters and batch size respectively.
Let the coefficient λk represents the weight given to the kth measure of similarity.
The overall similarity between solutions A and B could then be formulated as:

∆(A, B) =
n∑︂

i=1
[λi · hi(A, B)] (36)

Defining network similarity with the equation above allows flexibility to define
each individual measure of similarity with an explicit function and weight, and
is easily extended whenever the implemented network definition is extended with
new parameters. Returning to the example of h1 to measure similarity in network
complexity, let pA and pB represent the number of trainable parameters in networks
A and B respectively. The function h1 could be defined as follows:

h1(A, B) = max {pA, pB}
min {pA, pB}

− 1 (37)

The value of the function above increases proportionally with the ratio of the sizes
of the network, and equals to zero when the sizes are exactly the same.
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Figure 40: Visualized application of two filtering steps to improve population diversity
in a two-dimensional search space.

When the GA starts a new generation with three elite solutions, the rest of the
population could be refilled with solutions whose mutual distance is as spread out
as possible, corresponding to the scenario illustrated in Figure 39a. However, the
current implementation does not guarantee any fixed distance between the elite
and derived networks, thus, the step size within the search space varies. While
Eq. 36 would allow direct control to guarantee a fixed step size and evenly spread
out solutions, such an implementation may not be desirable for evolution. When
the diversity of solutions and step sizes are fully optimized, the generation of new
solution candidates may become deterministic. In a situation where he same set of
elite networks are selected in consecutive generations, this may lead to an identical
set of derived networks.

One of the important principles in genetic algorithms is that the outputs of
mutations and crossovers are random. Therefore, a compromise approach that
improves the diversity of the population without full optimization might be the
most suitable implementation. In practice this could be achieved by starting a new
generation as normal, but drastically increasing the number of networks generated
via mutations and crossovers. Then, from this pool of newly generated networks, a
number of solutions that are most close to a target similarity level with the parent
networks are selected. This step ensures that the new solutions are within an
appropriate step size from the elite solutions.

After the initial filtering process, a fixed number of the remaining networks in
the pool are selected so that they are mutually spread out as much as possible. Or
alternatively, a fixed number combinations are randomly generated from the pool,
and the one which has the most even distribution of solutions is selected. This subset
is then added along with the previous elite networks to fill the population to its
normal capacity, and the training phase can be started as normal. The process of
generating a large number of mutations and crossovers, and the filtration steps are
computationally inexpensive operations, and thus are negligible in comparison with
the network training phase.

Figure 40 illustrates how to the two filters should improve the diversity of new
solution candidates. The leftmost figure shows the input network in the center
represented by the solid circle. The dashed circle around the input network cor-
responds to the desired distance at which outputs should deviate from the input.
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New solutions that are randomly generated by mutations and crossovers are filtered
by their distance from the desired similarity level. The red circles represent to the
solutions that were filtered out in the first step, as those solutions were the furthest
away from the desired level of similarity with respect to the original solution. The
transition from the middle to the rightmost figure shows the second filtering step.
Here, eight solutions are selected so that solutions distributed as evenly as possible
in different directions. The resulting pool of solution candidates that passed both
filters is shown in the right.

6.3.4 Lightweight Evolution and Solutions

The performance estimation strategy of this thesis used the validation error of fully-
trained networks, hence, the computational cost of the GA was high even with a
small population size. As discussed in Chapter 3, only [66] and [74] have imple-
mented computationally cheap EA-based NAS methods, which were accomplished
via network morphism. The implementation described in this work could incorpo-
rate similar techniques, for instance, when mutations add neurons or layers to the
network. In such circumstances, the weights of the parent network could be carried
over to reduce the training requirements of the derived network. However, unlike
the search space of [66] and [74], the search space defined for this thesis allowed
both MLP and CNN architectures, and mutations and crossovers that may switch
between these two network classes cannot use weight sharing in any meaningful way.
Therefore, performance estimation should incorporate proxy metrics or validation
error extrapolation to reduce computational costs.

In addition to exploring new possibilities for network morphism via mutations
and crossovers, future EA-based NAS research should explore methods that evolve
architectures at lower computational costs, while minimizing the penalty in the quality
of final solutions. The motivation for accepting such a trade-off is to encourage
the development of accessible NAS tools that are not primarily concerned with the
evolution of state-of-the-art solutions, but rather practical solutions that suffice for
real-world applications.

The evolution of compact solutions may also be desired to reduce the chance
of model overfitting, to simplify the training of networks, and to reduce the cost
of making predictions with the model. None of the surveyed studies about EA-
based NAS methods implemented explicit favoring of compact solutions, and any
limitations on architecture size were only implicitly enforced via the defined search
space. However, the fitness of solutions was not impacted by the network size, as
long as the architecture was permitted by the search space. Thus, future studies
should also explore how a trade-off between solution complexity and performance
can be achieved in more precise terms, since complexity control implemented in this
thesis resulted in relatively unstable changes in the complexity of architectures.
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7 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to develop a genetic algorithm that would automatically
search for suitable chain-structured MLP and CNN architectures for regression and
multiclass classification problems. The primary functional goal of the GA was to
successfully evolve a population of candidate solutions towards better performing
networks, provided that practical solutions exist within the search space for a given
problem. Valid architectures in the search space consisted of convolutional, fully-
connected, and max pooling layers. Various layers would also be coupled with a
nonlinear activation.

In addition to neural architectures, the goal of the GA was to search for suitable
training hyperparameters by choosing the optimizer algorithm, learning rate, and
training batch size. These training hyperparameters were then used to train the
network using the candidate architecture. This thesis also aimed to implement
the GA as a constructive algorithm, where an initial population of minimally-sized
architectures would grow gradually, until network performance would cease to improve.
Ideally, this would allow the GA to favor compact architectures that also perform
with competitive accuracy.

The search space was implemented using a chain-structured template architec-
ture consisting of a dedicated CNN and MLP block, which contained convolutional
and fully-connected layers, respectively. The GA generated new solutions in the
search space via mutations and crossovers in a population of 12 candidate solu-
tions. Mutations were implemented to create random variations of input solutions,
while crossovers were designed to mix elements of two parent solutions to gener-
ate novel combinations. Both the architecture and hyperparameters were modified
simultaneously via these two genetic operators.

The GA would generate solutions and evaluate them in iterations called genera-
tions. Each generation would start with the evaluation of fitness for each candidate.
The evaluation of solution fitness required the candidate network to be first trained
per its evolved training hyperparameters. After terminating the training process
according to a common stopping criterion, the final validation accuracy was used
as the fitness score. Regression models used the mean squared error as the training
and validation loss, while multiclass classifiers used instead the mean-reduced cross
entropy loss. After the fitness of each solution in the population was evaluated, three
solutions with the lowest validation errors were selected as elite solutions, that were
carried over to the next generation. The remaining nine vacancies in the population
were filled with mutations and crossovers of the elite solutions, marking the start
of a new generation. All solutions, including the three elite solutions, were trained
from scratch in the new generation.

All aspects of the GA implementation were programmed with Python, and in
particular the PyTorch machine learning framework was used to model and train
neural networks. To distribute the simultaneous training of 12 neural networks, an
ad hoc distributed computing scheme was developed, where a single master node
distributed the training tasks to 12 dedicated worker nodes. By distributing the
training of networks, most individual tests could be comfortably run in less than 12
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hours.
The GA was tested on several regression problems and a multiclass classification

task. The regression problems used predefined functions that produced real-valued
outputs for 1–8 inputs. Features and labels for both the training and validation
set were created by evaluating the target function with randomly generated inputs.
Experiments with regression problems showed that the GA was successful in improving
its solutions primarily by increasing the number of neurons and modifying the
number of neurons. The GA also demonstrated the capability to choose adequate
hyperparameters from a reasonable range, and favor more suited activation functions
based on the properties of the target function.

One of the regression problems, which involved a modified parity function in
eight input dimensions, led the GA to propose solutions which clearly outperformed
manually discovered solutions. The GA was able to reach significantly lower validation
errors by suggesting the use of one-dimensional convolutional layers. Using these
CNN architectures, candidate models were able to approximate the target function
with a best validation error of approximately 0.006, which was one order of magnitude
lower than the best manually discovered solution.

The multiclass classification problem tested the GA on the popular MNIST
database, which comprises labeled handwritten images of numerical digits in the
range 0–9. The experiment aimed to verify that the GA is able to function with a finite
database of real-world data of significantly larger input dimensions, consisting of 784
individual pixel values. The GA was able to produce a reasonably accurate classifier
with an accuracy of 98.6%. The best performing models were two-dimensional CNN
networks with over 8,000 trainable parameters, however, the logs of the experiment
suggest that the model could have further improved by increasing the complexity of
the solutions, if more generations were processed.

The experiments showed that the GA was able to fulfill its primary goal, which
was to successfully reduce the validation error of proposed networks by modifying
the architecture and hyperparameters via the implemented genetic operators. The
secondary goal of limiting the complexity of solutions was also realized in tasks
where highly accurate approximations could be achieved with relatively few trainable
parameters. Additionally, by suggesting the use of one-dimensional CNNs in the
modified parity function problem, the GA demonstrated the ability to explore a
favorable region in the search space that would likely be overlooked in human-designed
architectures.

While the implemented GA is not competitive with other EA-based state-of-
the-art NAS methods in terms of the performance of final models, the GA of this
thesis included several unique design choices not seriously considered by other recent
studies. One such novelty was the design of the GA as a constructive algorithm that
would constrain the size of its solutions. Most other NAS implementations did not
actively attempt to control the size of networks, and were only concerned with the
minimization of the final validation error. Another novelty was the design of the GA
to search solutions within MLP or CNN networks without prior knowledge about
the nature of data or problem type. State-of-the-art NAS methods have almost
exclusively restricted the search space to two-dimensional CNN networks for specific
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classification benchmark tests such as ImageNet and CIFAR-10, with little discussion
of their applicability in problems outside computer vision tasks. This thesis also
demonstrated the viability of running a NAS algorithm on consumer-level hardware,
as opposed to the majority other studies which required exorbitant amounts of
computation time to evolve networks with state-of-the-art hardware.

Potential future work to improve the implemented GA would include an active
means to improve the diversity of solutions within the population. Additionally,
the network template could be extended to support other classes of networks such
as recurrent neural networks. Regularization methods such as dropout and and
L-norm penalization of weights could be implemented as evolvable network and layer
parameters to mitigate model overfitting. To improve accessibility, future studies
in the field of NAS should emphasize the development of search and performance
estimation strategies, that not only favor compact networks, but also produce practical
solutions with limited computational resources.
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